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Summary 
 
Automation of schema matching has been under investigation for already some decades, still the 
systems usually do not find all matches or suggests incorrect matches. Due to this imperfection 
matching schemas it is still often done manually by domain experts. The rapidly increasing 
number of heterogeneous and distributed data sources in enterprises and on the web, the manual 
matching approach is more and more a limitation and the need for automating the schema 
matching process is increasingly important. 
 
This thesis describes the schema matching framework and prototype Map-IT, which is based on 
FlexiMatch. The schema matcher supports the multi-strategy approach, with each strategy 
represented as a Validator. Key characteristics of Map-IT are: 
• Map-IT and its Validators can learn from previous mappings. 
• Validator can easily be added to or selected from the Validator repository, in order to 
boost future matching performance or to adapt the system to the match task at hand.  
• Current Validators exploit different database information aspects. 
• Map-IT adapts the weights of the Validators to its environment using the Meta-Learner. 
 
An important limitation of Map-IT was that it did not search for nontrivial matches. Also it was not 
able to suggest matches with a complex local cardinality. One of the goals was to list and analyze 
what kind of nontrivial matches exist. In the thesis various match problems are addressed with 
multiple examples and categorized according to similarities in the correlation between the 
attribute semantics. Also the freedom and variety of database modeling complicates the schema 
matching problem. 
  
The substring match category represents matches which have duplicate substrings in the 
instance data of matching attributes which can be separated by delimiting characters. These 
matches can be spread-out over more attributes and may have a partial semantic overlap. No 
existing approach was found that solves this type of match problem. A new approach is 
developed that searches for likely linked record pairs, coping with schema unalignment and bad 
duplicates such as ambiguous words and stop words. For each record pair accompanying 
transformation functions are generated which contains String split and concatenate operations. 
From the set of transformation functions likely substring matches are mined using a clustering 
technique and a similarity value is calculated for each match. To each match a set of 
transformation functions is assigned. If a specific match has alternative transformation functions a 
ranked list is given.  
 
From evaluation of the substring validator turned out that, in various experiments done with real-
world scenarios, it contributes substantially to a better performance of the schema matching 
prototype. The new validator copes with quite some dirty data present and was not very sensitive 
for the presence of incorrect linked records pairs. The feature that excludes unsuitable attributes 
is able to restrict the number of incorrect substring matches. 
 
In spite of current positive results during evaluation various recommendations are made that have 
the potential to improve the performance of the solution even more. Overall can be concluded 
that the chosen innovating approach, which not only uses transformation functions for explaining 
the semantic correlation in the match result but also for finding matches, is promising and might 
also be used solving other problem categories, e.g. the arithmetic relationships category. Also the 
transformation functions may be used during data integration. Besides the new validator, Map-IT 
is extended with the possibility to suggest and learn from feedback on suggested complex 
matches. Now the framework is able to handle complex matches new validators, that are able to 
produce complex match suggestions, can be plugged-in quite easily. Other match categories that 
are pointed-out in the thesis can1 be used as a “stepping stone” for future projects. The division 
of the nontrivial match problems in various sub-problems implies the necessity of a multi-strategy 
approach which is now also supported by the Map-IT framework for complex matches.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Project background 
 
E-System Solutions is a company was founded in 2001 by Sander Bosman and Joris Visser, both 
students at Twente University. The company engages in data integration and internet related 
projects. One of the products that have been developed is Sync-IT. 
 
Sync-IT is a database synchronization tool that performs an semi-automated data 
synchronization of data among different databases e.g. Outlook, Outlook Express, MSSQL, 
Exchange with unaligned schemas (see section 2.1). During a (scheduled) synchronization data 
of two databases is compared and changes from one database are also automatically done in the 
other database. In the current version of Sync-IT the database schemas must be mapped 
manually on each other.  
 
The purpose of integrating a automated schema matching module into Sync-IT is to reduce the 
effort of configuring Sync-IT. Schema matching will be discussed in the subsequent section1.2. 
An automated schema matching module could also be sold by E-System Solutions as a 
separated tool.  
 
From this viewpoint E-System Solutions took the initiative to start the FlexiMatch thesis project [1] 
together with master student Remco de Vos and the University of Twente. In another sequential 
master project Sander Bosman improved and extended the FlexiMatch resulting in the Map-IT 
framework [2]. The Map-IT framework and prototype will be elaborated in section 1.4. 
 
1.2 Schema matching 
 
A schema is a set of related elements, such as tables, columns, classes, XML elements or 
attributes. Schema matching is the process of determining semantic correspondences or matches 
between elements in two 
different schemas [3]. A schema 
matching result or mapping 
consist of all possible matches 
between the elements of both 
schemas. 
Figure 1: Example schema matching 
Schema matching examples: 
A schema matching example is given in Figure 1, which is taken from [4]. Here two matches are 
depicted: ‘location’ of schema S semantically corresponds to ‘area’ of schema T and ‘price ($)’ 
semantically corresponds to ‘list-price’ in schema T. In this thesis a match is denoted as a 
attribute group pair with one or more schema 1 attribute(s) and one or more schema 2 
attribute(s). When more then one schema attributes are involved they are grouped together 
between braces e.g. (name, {firstname,lastname}). Figure 1 matches are notated as: 
([HOUSES].[location], [LISTINGS].[area]) 
([HOUSES].[price ($)], [LISTINGS].[list-price]) 
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In spite of that manual schema matching is often time consuming, in most of the current 
implementations, the schema matching process is still done manually by domain experts. This is 
because automatically or semi-automatically matching different schemas is difficult. Section 2.1 
discusses variations in data representation and database design which are very common and 
complicate schema matching. For automatic schema matching various kinds of information may 
be exploited: 
• schema information: element names, data types, structures and constraints  
• instance data  
• auxiliary information: such as dictionaries, ontology’s, previous matching decisions and 
user-feedback 
 
Applications 
 
Schema matching is a key operation for many applications such as data integration, data 
warehousing, toward global view (e.g. often used in meta-search engines), exchange or 
synchronize information between databases, data mining, e-commerce, bioinformatics, 
knowledge-base construction, information processing on the World-Wide Web and on the 
emerging Semantic Web, message translation in E-Commerce and semantic query processing. 
 
As in previous thesis projects [1, 2] is focused on the application of schema matching in 
exchange or synchronize data between databases. This has as consequence that databases with 
a variating schema are mapped on each other and not on some fixed schema e.g. a global view 
or data warehouse. 
1.3 Match sets 
 
Cardinality 
 
Complex matches have a local cardinality 1:n, n:1 or n:m (where n and m >1) within the match. 
Complex matches are also known as indirect matches. The n and m imply the number of involved 
schema elements from the match.  
E.g. (name, {firstname,lastname}) is a 1:2 complex match and ({price,tax}, {prijsNetto,discount}) a 2:2 complex 
match.  
 
The counterpart of complex matches are simple matches which have a local cardinality 1:1, see 
Figure 1 for some examples. Simple matches are also known as direct matches. 
 
In de schema matching field the dimension global cardinality is used [5] and refers to the number 
of correct matches a schema element is involved. E.g. attribute ‘address’ that is involved in two 
separate simple matches; (address, personal_address) and (address, business_address), has a global 
cardinality 1:2. 
 
Nontrivial matches 
 
We define nontrivial matches as semantic schema matches in which related data differs and 
cannot be integrated consistently without a data transformation function which converts data 
instances to match the semantics of a database. According to this definition all complex matches 
are nontrivial matches but also 1:1 matches can be nontrivial if they require a transformation 
function for data integration. E.g. match (name,{firstname,lastname}) that requires transformation 
function name=firstname+” ”+lastname and match (pricePound,priceEuro) that requires transformation 
function pricePound=priceEuro/0.64. Transformation functions also explain the semantic correlation 
between schema elements in a match. 
 
The counterpart of nontrivial matches are trivial matches for which related data is equal and do 
not need any data transformation function for integration. 
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Match set theory 
 
When we consider above described matches as sets the following holds that:  
Complex matches ∩ Simple matches = Ø, 
Complex matches  Nontrivial matches, 
Nontrivial matches  (Simple matches U Complex matches), 
Undiscovered matches  (Simple matches U Complex matches) 
 
Figure 2 represents above mentioned match sets in a 
Venn diagram. The figure can be seen that nontrivial 
matches are a superset of complex matches and 
overlaps with simple matches. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Match sets in a Venn diagram 
 
1.4 Map-IT 
 
Earlier thesis projects [1, 2] resulted in the schema matching framework and prototype Map-IT. 
First an overview of the schema matching framework is given and then the framework main 
components are discussed in more detail. 
 
1.4.1 Overview of Map-IT 
 
This section describes global features of the framework as depicted in Appendix A. The 
framework is described from the left side to the right side which is also the execution order while 
performing schema matching.  
 
The two to be mapped source schemas are fed to the format converter. The DataSet, which is 
only supported at the moment as input, is a generic data relational structure of the Microsoft .NET 
framework that contains the schema, structural information and instance data of a relational 
database and can be easily filled. DataSets S1 and S2 are fed to the schema matcher at the left 
side of the framework. The Format converter component converts the input schemas into the 
internal representation within Map-IT, namely graphs which show quite some structural similarity 
with XML-trees.  
 
The internal representation is passed on to the Schema combiner, which generates 1:1 
combinations between schema attributes and the Global Intermediate Schema (GIS). GIS is an 
ontology which contains features of real-world concepts. The combinations that are generated 
consist of three types: between schema 1 attributes and GIS concepts, between schema 2 
attributes elements and GIS concepts and between schema 1 - and schema 2 attributes 
 
The generated combinations are passed on to the validators. The multi-strategy approach of 
Map-IT is manifested in multiple validators that assign similarity values to these combinations, 
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indicating to what extent both elements in each combination are alike, according to the 
information cue (e.g. schema names) each validator exploits. There are three similarity cubes 
depicted in the Map-IT framework, one for each combination type. After validation, each validated 
combination is put in the Similarity cube corresponding to its type.  
Per combination, the Prediction aggregator combines all the different similarity values, assigned 
by the different validators, into a single aggregated similarity score. Elements that were combined 
with GIS concepts are transitively combined with each other by the Transitive combiner.  
 
The Suggestion combiner then merges the transitively derived combinations with the 
combinations coming from directly combining both source schemas. From this resulting set of 
combinations, the Mapping generator produces match suggestions for the user, including the 
corresponding similarity scores. Then the user can give feedback on the suggested matches and 
adds matches Map-IT did not come up with. If the total mapping is finally accepted, the GIS 
component and the ‘intelligent’ validators (e.g. validators that do something with the approved, 
disapproved and added matches of the accepted mapping) learn from it. 
 
1.4.2 Elaboration of Map-IT 
 
These section discuses the framework its main components in more detail. 
 
Format converter 
 
Several data structure, of database schemas, relational database and XML can be converted into 
a graph. Therefore Map-IT uses graphs as an internal representation for enabling matching of 
other database models in the future. At the moment the Format converter supports one data 
structure, namely DataSets. 
 
The graph representation consists of three types, namely: Nodes, Edges and Instances. 
All schema elements are converted to nodes. Additional properties can be stored within every 
node, depending on the data model to be converted. The edges of the graph represent the 
relations between schema elements. A relation, in the relational model, is the relation between 
two tables. For the instance based validators (see section validators later on), instance data is 
stored with every node derived from an instance data containing column type schema element.  
 
To illustrate the function of the Format converter, 
assume the input table Worker, with attributes 
‘Postal code’, ‘Name’ and ‘Number’ a graphical view 
of the final internal representation, including some 
instance data, is depicted in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
           
Figure 3: Internal representation example 
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Global Intermediate Schema (GIS) 
 
The Global Intermediate Schema (GIS) is an 
ontology containing instances of real-life domain 
concepts. A real-life domain concept is e.g. Zip 
Code which can be represented by interconnected 
concept instances ‘Postal code’ and ‘ZIP code’, see 
Figure 4. Each concept keeps some instance data 
samples of its data that is collected from the 
database. 
Figure 4: GIS example 
 
Map-IT fills and maintains the GIS concepts automatically by learning accepted matches, which 
reduces the human effort required for setting-up the GIS. The interconnection between concepts 
does not only represent accepted mappings but also a trust value. The trust value represents the 
number of times a match was approved and rejected of the corresponding concept interrelation. 
 
 
Schema combiner 
 
The Schema combiner component is responsible for generating the combinations. Based on the 
names and data types, the Schema combiner generates combinations between database 
schema elements and the GIS, the first source schema and the second source schema. This 
results in three types of combinations, which are summarized below and discussed in subsequent 
paragraphs: 
• Combinations between GIS concepts and source schema 1 elements. 
• Combinations between GIS concepts and source schema 2 elements. 
• Combinations between source schema 1 and source schema 2 elements. 
 
To illustrate how the schema combiner combines schemas, see Figure 10. This figure is 
explained in subsequent paragraphs.  
  
The dotted lines from Figure 10 represent 
examples of combinations between schema 
elements and (earlier learned) GIS concepts. 
The similarity of the element and the concept is 
at this stage only based on the name similarity 
and data type. The combinations made are later 
assessed by the validators and transitively 
combined in the Transitive combiner. This way 
Map-IT makes use of the knowledge of 
previously accepted mappings which are 
represented in the GIS. 
 
 
 
 
F 
Figure 5: GIS combination examples 
 
The continuing line from Figure 10 between Schema 1 and Schema 2 represents a direct 
combination between attribute ‘Name’ and ‘Name’. If the GIS does not contain a concept which is 
similar enough the schema element is combined directly on elements of all other schema 
elements with a corresponding data type. The approval of match suggestions, coming from these 
combinations, will result in the addition of new GIS concepts. 
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Validators 
 
The multi-strategy Map-IT framework is designed in a way multiple validators can be plugged-in 
to exploit various kinds of information. The strategy behind using multiple validators is to exploit 
different kinds of information to derive matching results. During the schema matching process, 
the validators assign a similarity value to each combination generated by the Schema combiner. 
This value is between 0 and 1 and reflects to what extent the elements of each combination are 
alike according to the information cue the respective validator is exploiting. The similarity value is 
stored afterwards in the Similarity cube (see succeeding paragraph). 
 
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the schema name based edit distance Validator1, the 
instance based Validator2 and duplicate based Validator3 in more detail. 
 
Validator1 computes a similarity for two elements based on edit distance between element 
names. This is accomplished with the Levenshtein Distance-algorithm [17]. 
 
Validator2 computes a similarity value between two elements based on equality of character set 
averages in instance data. The average number of Latin alphabet - , Arabic digits - and remaining 
characters per data instance is compared. 
 
Validator3 is based on [16] and searches for promising simple matches through exploiting 
duplicate words in instance data of both databases. A string similarity measures is used that 
supports matching approximate duplicates which are not exact copies of one another. Duplicates 
are selected according to a measure and threshold based on the Soft-TFIDF measure [21] which 
assumes that infrequent words have a higher identifying power. 
 
 
Meta-Learner 
 
Each validator has a initial (manual set) weight. It is assumable that some validators work better 
in a specific environments then the other. The Meta-Learner component increases or decreases 
the weight of each validator using provided user-feedback. User-feedback on suggested matches 
is used so the meta-Learner requires no extra user-feedback. The purpose of introducing the 
Meta-Learner is that Map-IT will (semi)automatically adjust itself according to its environment. 
 
 
Similarity cube 
 
The similarity values computed by all validators for combinations are stored in Similarity cubes.  
Map-IT has three types of combinations (see previous Schema combiner paragraph). Therefore 
there are three Similarity cubes for separating the three types of 
combinations similarity values. Because of the multiple validators and 
combinations, that consists of a specific schema 1 and schema 2 
element, each Similarity cube contains multiple dimensions as 
depicted in Figure 6. 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Similarity cube 
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Prediction aggregator 
 
The Prediction aggregator receives a Similarity cube with combinations which are validated by all 
the validators. Based on the validated combinations, the Prediction aggregator computes a single 
similarity score for every combination. The done by calculating a weighted average using the 
validator weights set by the Meta-Learner. The final similarity score denotes the amount of 
confidence that the system has that the match is correct. 
 
 
Transitive combiner 
 
The Transitive combiner (transitively) combines schema 1 elements with schema 2 elements 
when they are combined with related GIS concepts. 
 
The transitive closure function assumes a 
transitive nature of the similarity relation 
between elements, e.g. if a is similar to b and b 
to c, then a is (very likely) also similar to c. The 
Transitive combiner does the same, considering 
a en c elements from schema 1 and schema 2, 
and b as the same concept or related similar 
GIS concepts. An example of a transitive 
closure is depicted in Figure 7, the dotted line 
represent that attribute ‘Home number’ (Schema 
1) is mapped on ‘Number’ (GIS), the dotted line 
‘Phone’ (Schema2) is mapped on ‘Telephone’ 
(GIS) and ‘Telephone’ (GIS) is related to 
‘Number’ (GIS) therefore (solid line) ‘Home 
number’ (Schema1) is transitively combined with 
‘Phone’ (Schema2).  
Figure 7: Transitive closure example 
 
According to this principle ‘Postcode’ (Schema1) and ‘Zip code’ (Schema2) are also combined. 
 
Transitive combinations are created if both concerning GIS concepts are connected with a path of 
at most one step (the path is zero steps if both schema elements are combined on the same GIS 
concept).  
 
In Figure 8 an example is given where a multi-step path 
exists between concepts ‘full-name’ and ‘last-name’. Multi-
step paths are not used because if a match suggestion, 
based on a multi-step path in the GIS, is rejected by the 
user, it is impossible to tell which step(s) of the chain is 
responsible for the mismatch.  
Figure 8: Multi-step path example 
 
Weakening all paths between the GIS concepts is not an option, because the link between ‘name’ 
and ‘last-name’ can be correct in other match situations. If a relation between ‘full-name’ and 
‘last-name’ appears from user-feedback a direct connection between the concepts will be 
created.  
 
 
Suggestion combiner 
 
The Suggestion combiner merges the combinations that were derived from the Transitive 
combiner (GIS combinations) and Prediction aggregator (direct combinations). 
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The similarity score of a transitive combined suggestion is derived by a.o. multiplying with the 
trust value of the relation between the concerning GIS concepts. Normalization is required 
because the final similarity value would be degenerated compared to the similarity values of 
suggestions derived from direct combinations, in the case the trust value is less than 1. This gives 
a wrong image about how good both suggestions are. To compensate for this effect, the final 
direct similarity value is retrieved by taking its similarity value to the square.  
 
Mapping generator 
 
The Mapping generator generates match suggestions which are then presented to the user.  
The suggested matches may hold a complex global cardinality; multiple schema 2 elements 
match suggestion per single schema 1 element and vice versa. The number of suggestions done 
per schema element can be bounded by the TopNumber parameter. The FromPercentage 
threshold is used to filter-out suggestions which have a low similarity score. Both parameters are 
not fixed and are adjustable by the user. 
 
 
User-feedback handler 
 
The User-feedback handler processes the user-feedback at the end of each schema match 
iteration. The user can give several user-feedback options for each suggested match: 
• Approve a match suggestion: the user can approve the suggested matches. The system 
learns from this feedback in three ways: 
o the GIS is updated, new concepts are created if necessary and the relationship 
trust value between the concepts (if there is a relationship, if not one is created) 
is strengthened. Also some instance data samples are refreshed. 
o the Meta-Learner may adjusts the weight of each validator; 
o the internal administration of the instance based Validator2 is updated; which 
holds character averages. 
• Reject a match suggestion: If a suggested match is not correct, the user can reject the 
match. When a match suggestion is created by the Schema Combiner with GIS and the 
match suggestion is rejected the relationship between the concepts is decreased. Also 
the Meta-Learner learns from rejected matches. 
• Ignore a match suggestion (default); suggested matches that are not approved nor 
rejected are automatically ignored. The system is not able to learn from ignored matches.   
• Add a match; the system did not come up with the match suggestion. The user has the 
possibility to manually add a missed match. The GIS, Meta-Learner and intelligent 
validators learn from manually added matches. 
 
1.5 Problem definition 
 
Finding nontrivial matches is much more complicated than trivial 1:1 matches. The main reason is 
that for these 1:1 matches the number of possible schema element combinations is bounded and 
the solution space for nontrivial matches (that have accompanying transformation functions) is 
unbounded. 
 
Map-IT currently does not search for nontrivial matches in spite of that encounters while doing 
other projects and literature [6] shows that normally 20% to 50% of the schema matches are 
complex matches, so for nontrivial matches even a higher percentage because complex matches 
are a subset of nontrivial matches. Also Map-IT does not give transformation functions with match 
suggestions, which provide interesting information about the semantic correlation of a match. 
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1.6 Goals 
 
 
1.7 Research questions 
 
• How can nontrivial match suggestions be provided automatically? 
o What kind of real-world nontrivial match problems are known? 
o How can nontrivial matches be found? 
? What kind of information can be exploited? 
? What techniques are available? 
? How can the techniques be deployed? 
? How can the techniques be evaluated? 
o Can match performance be improved by using machine learning? 
o Can match performance be improved by using user-feedback? 
• How can transformation functions be determined automatically? 
 
1.8 Constraints 
 
Application speed performance 
 
Because of the vast solution space and the context the schema matcher will be used, the 
response time of the application needs to be within acceptable boundaries so probably a tradeoff 
between match performance and application response time is required. Also computational cost 
needs to be limited. We suppose an interactive environment where the schema matcher is used 
frequently and the impatient user is waiting for results. The maximum runtime allowed for one 
schema matching iteration is five minutes.  
 
 
Human Effort 
 
The application may ask a user for evaluating match suggestions. Map-IT does not support more 
then one iteration in providing match suggestions, the user can provide user-feedback optionally. 
Without this user-feedback the application cannot do machine learning but by keeping it optional 
the application can be used more flexible. Also the amount of (end)user-feedback must be limited 
because the purpose of (semi)automated schema matching is used to save time, requiring great 
amounts of user interaction can be time consuming. 
 
 
Database models 
 
Map-IT’s implementation only supports the relational database model. This thesis also focuses on 
solutions for the relational database model.  
 
Analyze and list what kind of nontrivial matches exist in available databases. Improve 
the match performance of Map-IT by suggesting nontrivial matches. Also try to provide 
data transformational information for match suggestions. Match performance is 
constituted on validness and completeness of match suggestions. Additions made to 
Map-IT require an acceptable application speed performance and require limited human 
effort. 
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1.9 Project process approach 
 
In this section only the global process approach of the project is discussed. Mentioned steps will 
be elaborated in subsequent sections. 
 
A empirical research approach will be used: the problem will be inventoried by enumerating real-
world data integration scenarios, complete with match and data examples. These examples are 
analyzed and classified in section 2.3 according to several relevant match properties.  
 
A “depth first” approach will be used for solving match categories (see section 2.3): a category is 
selected according to frequency in schemas and feasibility prognosis. Research is done on how 
to tackle the selected category problems. Feasible solutions will be implemented in Map-IT. If 
there is time left a next category will be handled. 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Global project activity diagram 
 
Evaluation 
 
Evaluation will take place after implementing and tuning a solution. If the goals are not met there 
may be a loopback to re-design and re-implement a solution for the current category. Map-IT’s 
semi-automated empirical evaluation module will be used, which runs the prototype with schemas 
from multiple domains to test application generics. The used databases will contain various match 
scenarios similar to given examples. Various schemas will be used that show differences in 
design and in overlap (see section 2.1). The evaluation module gives information about match 
performance using a set of metrics concerning validness and completeness of match suggestions 
and application speed, for specific metrics and results see section 4.2. There evaluation of a 
category solution is done by comparing match performance of the prototype with and without the 
category solution. For more details and results see section 4.5. 
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2 Problem analysis 
 
2.1 Differences and overlap between relational databases 
 
Section 1.2 explains the purposes of schema matching. In this section we discuss various 
relevant differences that may be present between relational databases which complicate schema 
matching. These differences can be manifested on a schema and/or instance data level. 
Databases that hold information about the same domain or even about the same type of entities 
(e.g. persons), often still show schema differences. These unequal database schemas are called 
unaligned schemas. Figure 10 shows an example of two databases with unaligned schemas. 
Database schema unalignment (further unalignment) refers to a schema comparison between 
databases. 
 
 
Causes 
 
Unalignment may be caused by differences in the domains or (heterogeneous) information need 
that can be expressed in a conceptual model. For example a tax office is interested in other 
information about a person, compared with a city council’s citizen registration. It could also be the 
case that during earlier application design a conceptual model is evolved in an object oriented 
ODL model or E/R model.  
 
Often names of attributes, that contain the same information, are not equal because they are 
often not congruently chosen by a database designer; e.g. attributes ‘address’ and ‘street’ can 
both represent the same entity, namely a location (street name and house number). Also different 
international languages, synonyms, design standards can cause unequal attribute names. 
 
Even when the conceptual model is the same, different database modeling techniques can cause 
structural unalignment. A technique that is widely used for generating a relational data model 
from a conceptual model is database normalization [7]. A different normal form can be chosen for 
each database, which results in unalignment. Besides database normalization other modeling 
techniques are used e.g. Entity-Attribute-Value model [8, 9] or various techniques to store XML 
documents in a relational database [10]. In practice databases are sometimes designed ad-hoc 
which results in a mix of normal forms. 
 
Furthermore other design requirements like distributed data storage, flexibility or performance 
requirements may influence the database design and thereby cause unalignment.  
 
 
Manifestation 
 
Database schema differences can be expressed in table names, number of tables, attribute 
names, number of attributes, attribute semantics, attribute types, attribute distribution (in which 
table, in which order, which relations) attribute relations, data constraints and redundancy level. 
Figure 10 below shows an example of two unaligned database schemas. In DB2 repeating 
supplier names and brand names are normalized to separate tables. In DB1 Tire information is 
stored more atomic and multiple attributes are used; in DB2 information (about a car tire) is 
concatenated using “/” as delimiting character and stored in a single attribute. Further in DB1 
Dutch attribute names are used and in DB2 English. 
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Semantic overlap 
 
Not all mapped databases operate in the same domain and have the same conceptual model; a 
semantic overlap (also known as intensional overlap) is present between databases if there are 
attributes with (partial) corresponding semantics. Sometimes table and attribute names give some 
clues about the semantics of the contained data (which is exploited by Map-IT’s Validator1 and 
GIS, see section 1.4.2). It is very common that attributes that share the same semantics, do not 
have the same attribute names. And on the other hand it is not uncommon that attributes with the 
same name have the same semantics. Unlike e.g. table and attribute names which are stored as 
metadata in the catalog of the relational DBMS, explicit semantics of relational database 
attributes usually only exist in the head of the designer. 
  
Some attribute values are richer then the other, e.g. value “Dhr. JT Visser” contains more 
information then “JT Visser”; in this situation a partial semantic overlap is present.  
 
 
Figure 10: Example of two unaligned databases where the equally colored attribute blocks have a semantic 
overlap between the databases 
 
Figure 10 above shows an example of two unaligned database schemas for which tables with 
some data is visualized. The corresponding colored blocks indicate a semantic overlap between 
the databases. The attributes in white blocks have no semantic overlap, in this case DB2 (auto 
numbering) primary identifier attributes ‘supplier_id’ and ‘brand_id’. Auto numbering attributes are 
automatically generated and used internally by the databases for internal database relations; they 
usually have no semantic overlap in another database because they have no meaning outside 
the database. DB2 attribute ‘adres’ is has no semantic overlap in DB1 because DB1 doesn’t 
contain address information from suppliers.
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Extensional overlap 
 
Extensional overlap is the set of common entities represented in both databases. Extensional 
overlap does not say what kind of information is stored about the entity or what notations/formats 
are used. Record linkage is a technique with the goal to find extensional overlap and link specific 
records between the databases, see section 2.2. 
  
 
 
Figure 11: Example of two unaligned databases where the equally colored records point-out an extensional 
overlap between the databases 
 
Figure 11 above shows an example (same schema example used in Figure 10) of two unaligned 
database schemas for which tables with some data is visualized. The corresponding green 
colored blocks point-out the records with a extensional overlap; green colored records from DB1 
contain information about entities for which DB2 also contains information and vice versa. The 
records in white blocks have no extensional overlap between the databases. In this example 
there is also a semantic overlap, which is pointed-out in Figure 10. 
 
No correlation exists between semantic and extensional overlap e.g. two databases that contain 
information about the same entities (extensional overlap) but in one database other facts about 
the entities may be stored then in the other database (no semantic overlap). 
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Disjoint 
 
Databases are disjoint if they do not share any information, hence if they have no semantic 
overlap or extensional overlap. 
 
With the data integration background in mind, there is no purpose to perform schema matching 
on databases for which it is known that they have no semantic overlap because no matches exist. 
On the other hand when there is no extensional overlap, e.g. a data synchronization can create 
this overlapping (redundant) situation by adding missing entities in both databases. If it is known 
that databases have a full semantic overlap and extensional overlap it seems not useful to 
integrate them because no changes would be made. 
 
 
Data quality 
 
In the relational model semantics normally apply for all the (non-empty) data values of a specific 
attribute e.g. that all data values of an attribute ‘fname’ are first names of persons. In real-world 
databases inconsistent data (that doesn’t match the attribute semantics) is no exception and can 
be caused by e.g. typing mistakes (e.g., lexicographical errors, character transpositions), different 
formats, incomplete information or not up-to-date information. Depending on semantics and 
constraints some of the previous named causes can be allowed in the database and do not 
indicate inconsistency. In some databases or (front-end) applications data constraints, like 
formats or non-empty values are enforced, for other databases not. Another data quality issue is 
the phenomenon of double entities (also known as duplicates) in a database.   
 
What has to be kept in mind is that while developing an automated schema matcher, above data 
quality issues may occur and that the amount of dirty data present is initially unknown. Schema 
matchers are not responsible for data cleaning and scrubbing but have to cope with dirty data 
related to match performance. 
 
2.2 Record linkage 
 
Record linkage also known as Entity Resolution which is the problem of determining which 
records refer to the same entity (duplicates). Record linkage can be used for data cleaning 
(deduplication) internally in one database (survey of several techniques in [11]) and for integrating 
data from multiple sources [12] that contain extensional overlap. The problem gets more 
complicated if schemas are unaligned which is usually the case for schema matching scenarios. 
Record linkage between unaligned schemas is less studied.  
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Figure 12: Example of two unaligned databases where red arrows point-out linked records 
  
Figure 12 above shows an example of two unaligned database schemas. The corresponding 
green colored blocks indicate the records that have an extensional overlap between the 
databases; green colored records from DB1 contain information about entities for which DB2 also 
contains information and vice versa. The red arrows indicate linked records between both 
databases. Note that one record in DB1 points to more records (and tables) in DB2, this is 
caused by schema design differences. 
 
Record links between databases are usually not known and even no meta-data is available on 
presence of a unique identifier for an entity. Most record linkage techniques compare data values 
to find record links. Stop words, ambiguous words and various data quality issues complicate this 
comparison. In the relational databases it is very common that a key is automatically generated, 
usually by a numeric auto increment attribute. The problem with these generated keys is that they 
are not shared between databases and therefore cannot be used for record linkage. If record 
linkage solutions have to support unaligned schemas the problem is even more complicated. This 
because not only the extensional overlap is initially unknown but also the semantic overlap, so it 
is not clear which attribute values should be compared with each other. 
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2.3 Nontrivial match scenarios 
 
In this section contains a survey of various real-world match scenarios, most of them encountered 
during the development of data integration tool Sync-IT (see section 1.1). The match scenario 
examples are listed in following subsections and are from the personal data (in particular person 
names) and car part (in particular tire descriptions) domain. Some examples are from the Real 
Estate domain and adopted from literature [6, 13, 14, 15].  
 
The match examples are categorized according to similarities in the correlation between the 
attribute semantics. For each match category several observations, semantic properties and 
problems are addressed, with the data integration context in mind. Some match examples share 
properties of more then one category. Because it is empirical research there is no proof that the 
examples represent all problems and challenges of a specific category, even in spite of the 
brainstorm in the Expected variations sections. 
 
From the linked data examples can be concluded there is a semantic and extensional overlap 
present between all databases used in the match examples. There could also be real-world 
databases that have to be mapped that do not have a extensional overlap, but to keep the 
examples complete and clear these situations are left out and a linked data example is given. The 
data examples are generated manually with the knowledge that the accompanying attributes 
have semantic and extensional overlap.  
 
The example transformation functions given in the examples are not bidirectional and cut down to 
transform data instances from the schema 2 to schema 1 attributes; inverse transformation 
functions that transform data instances from the schema 1 to schema 2 attributes are left-out to 
keep the examples briefly. In practice bidirectional data exchange requires a number of 
transformation functions equal to the number of attributes in a match. Transformation functions 
below might be used by data integration applications and are expressed in the .NET C# 
programming language. A transformation function is denoted as an assignment with one attribute 
value variable on the left side and one or more on the right side. Bold values indicate a partial 
semantic overlap and represent missing data value parts in one of both databases. 
 
In below examples paths to element names (e.g. table names or path expressions) are not 
mentioned for readability reasons if the schema elements from schema 1 or schema 2 originate 
from the same parent. For example match (person.name,{user.firstname, user.lastname}) is denoted as 
(name,{firstname,lastname}). In Example # 12 can be seen that the (relational column) elements from 
schema 2 have different parents, namely tables TWidths, TSeries, TSizes and TLoads. 
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Category C.1 Substrings 
 
Matches of the substring category contain attributes of the textual types such as string, text, 
nchar, nvarchar, mediumtext etc. Each database system defines its own set of textual types 
varying in length and coding (e.g. Unicode or ASCII). Apart from textual types also one or more 
numeric types can be included, see mixed type Example # 17 where schema 2 attributes 
‘Tyre_Width’ and ‘Tyre_Serie’ are numeric.  
 
The match examples consist of simple and complex matches, thus all local cardinalities 1:1, 1:n, 
n:1 and n:m are represented. For data integration of substring matches, split or concatenate 
manipulation functions are unavoidable. 
 
 
Example # 1  
Match (name,naam) 
Linked data example ("Joris Visser",“ Dhr. Joris Visser") 
Local cardinality 1:1 
Transformation function example name = (naam.Split(' '))[1] + (naam.Split(' '))[2]; 
Semantic overlap Partial, “Dhr.  “ is missing 
 
 
Example # 2  
Match (name,{firstname,lastname}) 
Linked data example ("Joris Visser",{“Joris”, "Visser"}) 
Local cardinality 1:2 
Transformation function example name = firstname + ” “ + lastname; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting character “ “ 
 
 
Example # 3  
Match equal to Example # 2: 
(name,{firstname,lastname}) 
Linked data example ("Ing. Joris Visser",{“Joris”,"Visser"}) 
Local cardinality 1:2 
Transformation function example name = (name.Split(' '))[0] + firstname + ” “ + lastname; 
Semantic overlap Partial, “Ing. “ is missing 
 
 
Example # 4  
Match ({firstname,lastname},name) 
Linked data example ({“Joris”, "Visser"},"Joris Visser") 
Local cardinality 2:1 
Transformation function example firstname = (name.Split(' '))[0]; 
lastname = (name.Split(' '))[1]; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting character “ “ 
 
 
Example # 5  
Match (name,naam) 
Linked data example ("JT Visser",“Visser JT") 
Local cardinality 1:1 
Transformation function example name = (naam.Split(' '))[1] + (naam.Split(' '))[0]; 
Semantic overlap Full 
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Example # 6  
Match equal to Example # 4: 
({firstname,lastname},name) 
Linked data example ({“Jan Egbert”,"Wolters"},"Jan Egbert Wolters") 
Local cardinality 2:1 
Transformation function example firstname = (name.Split(' '))[0] + “ “  + (name.Split(' '))[1]; 
lastname = (name.Split(' '))[2]; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting character “ “ 
 
 
Example # 7  
Match equal to Example # 4: 
({firstname,lastname},name) 
Linked data example ({“Jan Egbert”," Wolters"},"Jan Egbert Wolters") 
Local cardinality 2:1 
Transformation function example firstname = (name.Split(' '))[0] + (name.Split(' '))[1]; 
lastname = (name.Split(' '))[2]; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting character “ “ 
  
 
Example # 8  
Match equal to Example # 4: 
({letters,lastname},name) 
Linked data example ({“AJ”,"Klein Gunnewiek"}," AJ Klein Gunnewiek") 
Local cardinality 2:1 
Transformation function example letters = (name.Split(' '))[0]; 
lastname = (name.Split(' '))[1] + “ “ + (name.Split(' '))[2]; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting character “ “ 
 
 
Example # 9  
Match ({prefix,name},{gender,prefix2,surname}) 
Linked data example ({“Dhr. Ing.”,"JT Visser"},{“Dhr.”,”Ing. JT”,”Visser"}) 
Local cardinality 2:3 
Transformation function example prefix = gender + “ “ + (prefix2.Split(' '))[0]; 
name = (prefix2.Split(' '))[1] + “ “ + surname; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting character “ “ 
 
 
Example # 10  
Match (Product_Name,{Tyre_Width,Tyre_Serie,Tyre_Size,Tyre_Load}) 
Linked data example ("135/80/R13/70Q SP",{"135","80","R13","70Q SP"}) 
Local cardinality 1:4 
Transformation function example Product_Name = Tyre_Width + "/" + Tyre_Serie + "/" + Tyre_Size + "/" + Tyre_Load; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting characters “/ “ 
 
 
Example # 11  
Match equal to Example # 10: 
(Product_Name,{Tyre_Width,Tyre_Serie,Tyre_Size,Tyre_Load})  
Linked data example ("135/80/R13/70Q",{"135","80","R13","70Q SP"}) 
Local cardinality 1:4 
Transformation function example Product_Name = Tyre_Width+"/"+Tyre_Serie+"/"+Tyre_Size+"/"+Tyre_Load.Split(' '))[0]; 
Semantic overlap Partial, “ SP” is missing 
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Example # 12  
Match (Products.Product_Name,{TWidths.Tyre_Width,TSeries.Tyre_Serie,TSizes.Tyre_Size,TLoads.Tyre_Load}) 
Linked data example ("135/80/R13/70Q SP",{"135","80","R13","70Q SP"}) 
Local cardinality 1:4 
Transformation 
function example 
Products.Product_Name=TWidths.Tyre_Width+"/"+TSeries.Tyre_Serie+"/"+TSizes.Tyre_Size+"/"+ 
TLoads.Tyre_Load; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting characters “/ “ 
 
 
Example # 13  
Match ({Tyre_Width,Tyre_Serie,Tyre_SizeLoad},Product_Name) 
Linked data example ({"135","80","R13/70Q SP"},"135/80/R13/70Q SP") 
Local cardinality 3:1 
Transformation function example Tyre_Width = Product_Name.Split('/'))[0]; 
Tyre_Serie = Product_Name.Split('/'))[1]; 
Tyre_SizeLoad = Product_Name.Split('/'))[2] + “/” + Product_Name.Split('/'))[3]; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring first two delimiting characters “/ “ 
 
 
Example # 14  
Match ({Tyre_Serie,Tyre_SizeLoad},{Tyre_SerieSize,Tyre_Load2}) 
Linked data example ({"80","R13/70Q SP"},{”80/R13”,”70Q SP"}) 
Local cardinality 2:2 
Transformation function example Tyre_Serie = Tyre_SerieSize.Split('/'))[0]; 
Tyre_SizeLoad = Tyre_SerieSize.Split('/'))[1] + “/” + Tyre_Load2; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring first two delimiting characters “/ “ 
 
 
Example # 15  
Match (Product_Name,{Tyre_Width,Tyre_Size,Tyre_Load})  
Linked data example ("135/80/R13/70Q SP",{"135","R13","70Q SP"}) 
Local cardinality 1:3 
Transformation function example Product_Name = Tyre_Width +"/"+ (Product_Name.Split('/'))[1]  +“/”+ Tyre_Size +“/”+ Tyre_Load; 
Semantic overlap Partial, “80” is missing 
 
 
Example # 16  
Match (Product_Name,TyreDesc}) 
Linked data example ("135/80/R13/70Q SP","80/135/R13/70Q SP") 
Local cardinality 1:1 
Transformation function example Product_Name = (TyreDesc.Split('/'))[1] + “/” + (TyreDesc.Split('/'))[0] + “/” + 
(TyreDesc.Split('/'))[2] + “/” + (TyreDesc.Split('/'))[3]; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting characters “/ “ 
 
 
Example # 17  
Match (Product_Name,{Tyre_Width,Tyre_Serie,Tyre_Size,Tyre_Load}) 
Linked data example ("135/80/R13/70Q SP",{135,80,"R13","70Q SP"}) 
Local cardinality 1:4 
Transformation function example Product_Name = Tyre_Width.ToString() + "/" + Tyre_Serie.ToString() + "/" + 
Tyre_Size + "/" + Tyre_Load; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting characters “/ “ 
 
 
Example # 18  
Match (houseName,{description,options}) 
Linked data example (“250 square meters, has a fireplace and garage”,{“250 square meters”,”has a fireplace and garage”}) 
Local cardinality 1:2 
Transformation function 
example 
houseName = description + "," + options; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting characters “, “ 
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Example # 19  
Match ({description,options},houseName) 
Linked data example ({“250 square meters”,”has a fireplace, garage available”},“250 square meters,has a fireplace, garage available”) 
Local cardinality 2:1 
Transformation 
function example 
description = houseName.Split(', '))[0]; 
options = houseName.Split(', '))[1] + “, “ + houseName.Split(', '))[2]; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting characters “, “ 
 
 
Instance data consist of one or more words separated by a delimiting character. This delimiting 
character can be a space, see Example # 1, Example # 6 and Example # 8. It can also be a 
symbol, like “/” in Example # 10 until Example # 17. In Example # 18 and Example # 19 a “,” is 
used as delimiting character. Delimiting characters are required for split data transformation 
operations. 
 
In Example # 6 and Example # 8 the (space) delimiting character is also a normal (non delimiting) 
character in both data values. This situation also expresses with other delimiting characters (“/” 
and “,”) in Example # 13 and Example # 19. This complicates split data transformation operations 
because more choices arise on which substrings should be concatenated, e.g. is “Jan” the 
firstname and “Egbert Wolters” lastname or is “Jan Egbert” the firstname and “Wolters” lastname. 
 
In Example # 5 the order of the substrings, when “JT Visser” and “Visser JT” are split on space, 
the order of the substrings is different, in this example they are swapped. 
 
The examples show a varying semantic overlap of the instance data, some data examples have a 
full - and others a partial overlap. When ignoring delimiting characters Example # 2, Example # 
10 and Example # 18 have a full semantic overlap of the instance data. Example # 3 and 
Example # 15 have a partial semantic overlap because a part of the schema 1 attributes instance 
data (the title “Ing. “ and serie “80”) is missing in the schema 2 instance data.  
 
For this category the split and concatenate (denoted with “+” operator) manipulation operations 
are sufficient for transformation functions.  A partial semantic overlap has complications for 
transformation functions, in Example # 3 schema 1 is “richer” then schema 2 because it also 
includes the title of the person. To overcome this problem, part of the schema 1 attribute is 
concatenated on the right side of the transformation function: name = (name.Split(' '))[0] + firstname + ” “ 
+ lastname; In a full semantic overlap situations, in  Example # 2, the schema 1 attribute is only 
found in the left side of the transformation function: name = firstname + ” “ + lastname; 
 
In some match examples more then one tables from a database are involved, lets call these 
multi-table matches, in match Example # 12 which is  
(Products.Product_Name,{TWidths.Tyre_Width,TSeries.Tyre_Serie,TSizes.Tyre_Size,TLoads.Tyre_Load}) attributes 
from four tables of DB2 are involved. Besides that this match example has properties from the 
substring category and also from the later discussed Schema mismatch category.   
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Expected variations 
 
Besides space, “/” and “,” as delimiting characters also other punctuation marks are expected to 
be used as a delimiting character e.g. “-“ in house number “120-A”, “\” in image 
“c:\images\product11.jpg” and “.” in product code “118.154”. 
 
Multiple delimiting characters in a match e.g. space and “-“ in address “Molenstraat 120-A”. 
 
There are also match examples with a combination of above quoted semantic situations. In 
particular a match example with data ({“Ing. Jan Egbert”,"Wolters"},"Jan Egbert Wolters") we have a partial 
semantic overlap and a choice on where to split. 
 
Another expected combined variation is tire name with data example ("80/135/70Q SP", 
“135/80/R13/70Q SP"):  
a partial semantic overlap the and the order of substrings (when splitted on “/”) are different. 
 
 
Substrings challenges summarized:  
 
• record linkage 
• inconsistent data 
• textual types and/or numeric types 
• simple and complex matches 
• multiple delimiting characters 
• full or partial semantic overlap 
• order mismatch of attributes 
• order mismatch of words in attributes 
• fluctuating word numbers per instance (alternative transformation functions) 
• multiple string split choices 
 
Category C.2 Arithmetic (numeric) relationships 
 
Matches of the arithmetic category contain attributes of numeric types such as integer, smallint, 
double, decimal, real etc. Each database system defines its own set of numeric types varying in 
precision, size and (international) format.  
 
The match examples consist of simple and complex matches, thus all local cardinalities 1:1, 1:n, 
n:1 and n:m are represented.  
 
 
Example # 20  
Match (price,{prijsNetto,tax}) 
Linked data example (119,{100,0.19}) 
Local cardinality 1:2 
Transformation function example  price = prijsNetto*(1+tax) 
Semantic overlap Partial, constant 1 is missing 
 
 
Example # 21  
Match (prijsNetto,price) 
Linked data example (119,100) 
Local cardinality 1:1 
Transformation 
function example  
prijsNetto = price*1.19;  
Semantic overlap Partial, constants 1.19 (tax rate) is missing 
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Example # 22  
Match ({prijsNetto,discount},{price,tax}) 
Linked data example ({139,20},{100,19}) 
Local cardinality 2:2 
Transformation 
function example  
prijsNetto = (price*((tax/100)+1)) + discount; (requires discount value from schema 1) 
discount = prijsNetto – (price*((tax/100)+1)); (requires prijsNetto value from schema 1) 
Semantic overlap Partial, constants 100 and 1 is missing, bidirectional data transformation only possible with one unknown value 
 
 
Example # 23  
Match (products.netto_price,{producten.prijs,staffels.staffelKorting}) 
Linked data example (90,{100,10}) 
Local cardinality  1:2 
Transformation function example products.netto_price = producten.prijs * (1–(staffels.staffelKorting/100)); 
Semantic overlap Partial, constants 1 and 100 is missing 
 
 
Example # 24  
Match (prijsEuro,pricePound) 
Linked data example (100,67.819) 
Local cardinality 1:1 
Transformation 
function example  
prijsEuro = pricePound* 0.678190;  
Semantic overlap Partial, constants 0.678190 (exchange rate) is missing 
 
 
Example # 25  
Match ({stockShop1,stockShop2},nrPieces) 
Linked data example ({10,20},30) 
Local cardinality  2:1 
Transformation function 
example 
stockShop1 = nrPieces – stockShop2; (requires stockShop2 value from schema 1) 
stockShop2 = nrPieces – stockShop1; (requires stockShop1 value from schema 1) 
Semantic overlap Full, bidirectional data transformation only possible with one unknown value 
 
 
Example # 26  
Match ({purchaseMin,packageUnit},min_pieces) 
Linked data example ({2,10},20) 
Local cardinality  2:1 
Transformation function example purchaseMin = min_pieces / packageUnit; (requires packageUnit value from schema 1) 
packageUnit = min_pieces / purchaseMin; (requires purchaseMin value from schema 1) 
Semantic overlap Partial, bidirectional data transformation only possible with one unknown value 
 
 
For data integration of this category, a variety of well known arithmetic operations can be used 
such as *, /,  + and -. The arithmetic function can contain multiple operations; in Example # 20 an 
attribute is summed up and then multiplied. In Example # 23 attributes and arithmetic operations 
are nested in multiple levels, indicated by brackets. These levels define the calculation order 
when a data transformation function is executed. 
 
Matches for which a schema contains more then one attribute, in Example # 22 and Example # 
25, the rest of the schema attributes are used on the right side of the transformation function: 
stockShop1 = nrPieces – stockShop2; All the right side values have to be known to solve the 
transformation function e.g. to calculate ‘stockShop1’ the values of ‘nrPieces’ and ‘stockShop2’ 
have to be available. 
 
In this category partial and full semantic overlap match situations are possible. Example # 21 has 
a partial semantic overlap because schema 1 contains a price with tax and schema 2 without tax. 
In this situation the tax rate is not stored in the databases. The tax rate is therefore given in the 
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transformation function as constant multiplication factor “1.19”. For other matches in this category 
that have a partial semantic overlap also counts that additional constant(s) are necessary in the 
transformation function, see Example # 22, Example # 23 and Example # 24. 
 
Different transformation functions can be equivalent, which means the result of the calculation is 
equal. In Example # 21 transformation function: prijsNetto = price*1.19 = price+((price/100)*19); (Notice 
that the attribute ‘price’ is used twice on the right side). 
 
Because in this category matches all local carnalities are possible and the transformation 
functions can contain a variety of well known arithmetic operations nested in multiple levels, 
creates a vast (even unlimited) number of possible combinations of attributes and transformation 
functions. 
 
Expected variations 
 
Variations of advanced arithmetic operations like square, root, log and modulus are assumed to 
occur sporadically. 
 
Arithmetic (numeric) relationships challenges summarized:  
 
• record linkage  
• inconsistent data 
• (in)compatible numeric types 
• simple and complex matches 
• variety of well known arithmetic operations 
• constants being introduced for transformation functions 
• full or partial semantic overlap 
• transformation functions equivalence 
• multilevel nesting of arithmetic operations 
• vast search space 
 
Category C.3 Categorical conversion 
 
Matches of the categorical conversion category can contain attributes of the textual types and 
also numeric types, Example # 27 bellow contains mixed types where schema 1 attribute ‘mailing’ 
is textual and schema 2 attribute ‘advertisement’ is numeric.  
 
The match examples consist only of simple matches, thus a local cardinality 1:1. Due to unequal 
linked data values a convert function is insuperable for data integration. 
 
The attributes in a match of this category must have a low and equal number of distinct values. 
The transformation functions all contain a catConvert function, which is responsible for converting 
the values that have the same meaning. The equal meaning between values signifies a full 
semantic overlap.  
 
 
Example # 27  
Match (mailing,advertisement) 
Linked data example (“Yes”,1) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example mailing = catConvert(advertisement); 
Semantic overlap Full, assuming the catConvert function is feasible 
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Example # 28  
Match (color,kleur) 
Linked data example (“Blue”,”Blauw”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example color = catConvert(kleur); 
Semantic overlap Full, assuming the catConvert function is feasible 
 
 
Example # 29  
Match (product.metal,materials.name) 
Linked data example (“Iron”,”IJzer”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example product.metal = catConvert(materials.name); 
Semantic overlap Full, assuming the catConvert function is feasible 
 
 
Example # 30  
Match (category,group) 
Linked data example (“Tyres”,”Tubes”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example category = catConvert(group); 
Semantic overlap Full, assuming the catConvert function is feasible 
 
 
Example # 31  
Match (aanhef,gender) 
Linked data example (“Meneer”,”De heer”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example aanhef = catConvert(gender); 
Semantic overlap Full, assuming the catConvert function is feasible 
 
 
In spite of the full semantic overlap in the examples, the instance data itself is not aligned 
between the databases because different notations are used for the same entity feature. In 
Example # 27, Example # 28 and Example # 29 it is clear that the different notation originates 
from diverge languages. Example # 30 and Example # 31 instance data is not equal because 
they are synonyms.  
 
Instance data can also be built-up by more then one words separated by a delimiting character, 
see Example # 31. 
 
This category is vulnerable for input errors and inconsistent input because this can influence the 
number of distinct values. 
 
 
Categorical conversion challenges summarized:  
 
• finding instance data relations for catConvert function 
• inconsistent data 
• (in)compatible types 
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Category C.4 Schema mismatch 
 
In section 2.1 various causes are addressed on designing relational databases, which can result 
in unaligned schemas.  
 
The match examples consist of simple and complex matches, more precise local cardinalities 1:1, 
1:n and n:1.  
 
 
Example # 32  
Match (winter,description) 
Linked data example (1,”This tire can be used in winter conditions.”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example winter = description.IndexOf(“winter”)>-1; 
Semantic overlap Partial, bidirectional data transformation only possible with advanced (linguistic) 
functionality (see Example # 52) 
 
 
Example # 33  
Match (isRallyTyre,description) 
Linked data example (1,” 135/80/R13/70Q SP Winter Sport M2”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example isRallyTyre = description.IndexOf(“winter”)>-1 & description.IndexOf(“sport”)>-1; 
Semantic overlap Partial, bidirectional data transformation only possible with advanced (linguistic) 
functionality (see Example # 52) 
 
 
Example # 34  
Match (elite,houseDescription) 
Linked data example (1,”located near see side, complete with Jacuzzi and swimming pool”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example elite = houseDescription.IndexOf(“Jacuzzi”)>-1 | houseDescription.IndexOf(“pool”)>-1; 
Semantic overlap Partial, bidirectional data transformation only possible with advanced (linguistic) 
functionality (see Example # 52), and uncertain choices due to logical operator “||”. 
 
 
Example # 35  
Match (elite,{Jacuzzi,pool}) 
Linked data example (1,{1,0}) 
Local cardinality  1:2 
Transformation function example elite = (Jacuzzi==1) & (pool==1); 
Semantic overlap Full, bidirectional data transformation only possible with one unknown value 
 
 
Example # 36  
Match (productgroups.name,product.group) 
Linked data example (“Tires”,“Tires”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example productgroups.name = product.group; 
Semantic overlap Full 
 
 
Example # 37  
Match (products.tire_size,articles.customAttribute4) 
Linked data example (“R13”,“ R13”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example products.tire_size = customAttribute4; 
Semantic overlap Full 
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Example # 38  
Match (name,customAttributeValues.data) 
Linked data example ("Joris Visser","Visser") 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example name = (name.Split(' '))[0] + ” “ + customAttributeValues.data; 
Semantic overlap Partial, “Joris “ is missing 
 
 
Example # 39  
Match (name,{customAttributeValues.data,customAttributeValues.data}) 
Linked data example ("Joris Visser","Joris Visser") 
Local cardinality  1:2 
Transformation function example name = customAttributeValues.data + ” “ + customAttributeValues.data; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting character “ “ 
 
 
Example # 32 expresses another data modeling issue, where string attribute ‘description’ 
contains a linguistic description of a tire and the attribute ‘winter’ is of the Boolean type and holds 
information if the tire is suitable for winter conditions.  
 
Example # 33, Example # 34, Example # 35 shows that logical operators “and”/“or” can be used 
in the transformation function to check certain conditions to set a Boolean value. These logical 
operators can be used in simple and complex matches.  
 
In Example # 36 a schema mismatch is present trough unaligned schemas for which schema 1 
productgroups are normalized [7] to a separate table ‘productgroups’. On the other hand (not 
normalized) schema 2 has the repeating ‘productgroups’ in the product table. This situation can 
also occur in combination with matches of the substring category, see Example # 12. 
 
Flexible Models that allow User defined fields which are addressed in section 2.1 can be found in 
Example # 37, Example # 38 and Example # 39. The Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) model which is 
present in Example # 38 and Example # 39 can be avoided by using a view, see recommendation 
10. 
 
The schema 2 elements of Example # 32, Example # 33 and Example # 34 contain linguistic 
instance data. A property of this linguistic instance data is that the input format usually differences 
among instances, even for a single attribute in a specific database. The transformation functions 
given in the examples are to determine the Boolean attribute. On the other hand, transformation 
functions for attributes that contain linguistic data require a linguistic function (see Category C.7 
Linguistic).  
 
The (non conclusive) transformation function of Example # 34 contains logical “or” operator, apart 
from the linguistic functions it is a problem to determine if the house has a pool or not: If only is 
known that a house is elite a uncertain choice arises that the house has a pool or Jacuzzi or both. 
This choice complicates automatic data transformation. 
 
In Example # 38 and Example # 39 also have properties of the substring match category. 
 
Different transformation functions can be equivalent, which means the result of the Boolean 
function is equal. For example “p ^ q” can also written as “(p | q) & (p != q)”. Some Boolean 
functions can also be simplified to a shorter equivalent function. 
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Expected variations 
 
There may be examples where logical operators are nested in multiple levels. Also other 
operations such as “!” (inverse) and “^” (xor) are likely to occur. 
 
 
Schema mismatch challenges summarized:  
 
• record linkage 
• inconsistent data 
• user defined fields 
• simple and complex matches 
• logical operators 
• full or partial semantic overlap 
• logical operators choices for automatic data transformation 
• transformation functions equivalence 
• multilevel nesting of logical operators 
• vast search space 
• can also contain problems from other categories 
 
 
Category C.5 Date formats 
 
Dates stored in a string type or a special type like the date or datetime type. How the special 
types are stored differences among database systems but usually use a more common interface 
syntax like ANSI SQL. Many special date types in database systems already support various date 
manipulation and format operations. There exist lots of different calendar systems e.g. Gregorian, 
Julian, Islamic but today in Western countries, international commerce and database systems the 
Gregorian calendar is used. This section focuses on Gregorian dates that show format 
differences.  
 
The match examples consist of simple and complex matches, more precise local cardinalities 1:1, 
1:n and n:1. An n:m attribute cardinality seems implausible because of normal use cases doesn’t 
require this. 
 
 
Example # 40  
Match (birthday,dateBirth) 
Linked data example (“7-12”,” 7-12-1978”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example birthday = (dateBirth.Split('-'))[0] + “-“ + (dateBirth.Split('-'))[1]; 
Semantic overlap Partial, “1978” is missing 
 
 
Example # 41  
Match (date,sellMoment) 
Linked data example (“09/07/2006”,” 07-09-2006”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example date = (sellMoment.Split('-'))[1] + “/“ + (sellMoment.Split('-'))[0] + “/“ + (sellMoment.Split('-'))[2]; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting characters “-“ and “/” 
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Example # 42  
Match (datum,d1) 
Linked data example (“9/7/06”,” 07/09/2006”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example datum = cutZero((d1.Split('/'))[1]) +“/“+ cutZero((d1.Split('/'))[0]) +“/“+ ((d1.Split('/'))[2]).Remove(0,2); 
Semantic overlap Partial, “20” is missing 
 
 
Example # 43  
Match (datum,date) 
Linked data example (“5 Januari 2004”,” 5-1-2004”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example datum = (d1.Split('-‘))[0] + “ “ + monthConvert((d1.Split('-'))[1]) + “ “ + (d1.Split('-'))[2]; 
Semantic overlap Full, assuming the monthConvert function is feasible 
 
 
Example # 44  
Match (datum,date) 
Linked data example (“5 Januari 2004”,” 5 January 2004”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example datum = (d1.Split('-‘))[0] + “ “ + monthConvert((d1.Split('-'))[1]) + “ “ + (d1.Split('-'))[2]; 
Semantic overlap Full, assuming the monthConvert function is feasible 
 
 
Example # 45  
Match (date,{day,month,year}) 
Linked data example (“08/10/2004”,{8,10,2004}) 
Local cardinality  1:3 
Transformation function example date = addZero(day) + “/“ + month + “/“ + year; 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring delimiting character and “/” and missing “0” 
 
 
Instance data is built-up by one or more numbers or a Word separated by a delimiting character 
or a Word. Numbers can be stored in a String or a Numeric type attribute. A number denotes a 
day, month or year number, in Example # 43 and Example # 44 there is a Word which denotes a 
month name. This month name has to be converted to a month number, therefore the 
monthConvert function is introduced. 
 
The delimiting character can be a space, see Example # 43 and Example # 44. It can also be a 
symbol, like “/” in Example # 42. In Example # 40 a “-” is used as delimiting character. Example # 
41 shows that multiple delimiting characters can be used in a match. Just like the substring 
category delimiting characters are required for split data transformation operations. 
 
In Example # 41 and Example # 42 the order of the days and months are swapped. Example # 45 
is a complex match where schema 1 attribute ‘date’ is a string type and schema 2 attributes ‘day’, 
‘month’ and ‘year’ are of a numeric type. 
 
The examples show a variating semantic overlap of the instance data, some data examples have 
a full - and others a partial overlap. When ignoring delimiting characters Example # 41, Example 
# 43 and Example # 44 have a full semantic overlap. Also Example # 45 has a full semantic 
overlap in spite of the missing “0” because it has no real meaning and it can automatically be 
generated by a addZero function. In cases where the data is of a special date type the missing “0” 
problem is automatically solved by the database system. A partial semantic overlap exists in 
Example # 40 because the missing year in schema 1 and in Example # 42 the century number is 
missing in schema 1.  
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For this category the split, concatenate, remove, monthConvert, addZero, cutZero manipulation 
operations seem sufficient for transformation functions. Because of delimiting character and 
monthConvert function this category shows similarities with the Substring and Categorical 
conversion categories. In spite of the fact that some database systems have their own (unequal) 
date convert functions, the monthConvert function is used in the transformation function to keep it 
database system independent and thereby more generic. 
 
 
Expected variations 
 
For example MS-SQL server contains a specialized type for storing dates and times, this is the 
datetime type. A instance data example is “2006-12-20 15:41:00.000”, it looks like a single string 
that contains a date and time. To manipulate the data normal string manipulations can be done in 
C# and the update can take place using a SQL query. Another (less generic) alternative for 
manipulating the date is to use MS-SQL’s date manipulation functions.  
 
It is also thinkable that combinations of above problems occur in the real-world. For example a 
match with a partial semantic overlap and the monthConvert function in the transformation 
function.  
 
 
Date formats challenges summarized:  
 
• record linkage 
• inconsistent data 
• textual types and/or numeric types 
• simple and complex matches 
• multiple delimiting characters 
• full or partial semantic overlap 
• order mismatch of attributes 
• order mismatch of Words in attributes 
• variating month indication 
• missing or redundant “0” in Month month or day indications 
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Category C.6 Aggregate functions 
 
 
Example # 46  
Match (turnover,billAmount) 
Linked data example (10000,15) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example turnover = sum(billAmount); 
Semantic overlap Partial, rolled-up, bidirectional data transformation only possible with one unknown 
value, synchronic databases required 
 
 
Example # 47  
Match (meanOrder,billAmount) 
Linked data example (120,150) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example meanOrder = avg(billAmount); 
Semantic overlap Partial, bidirectional data transformation only possible with one unknown value, 
synchronic databases required 
 
 
Example # 48  
Match (totalTransactions,transactionDescription) 
Linked data example (250,1500) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example totalTransactions = count(transactionDescription); 
Semantic overlap Partial, rolled-up, bidirectional data transformation not possible, synchronic 
databases required 
 
 
Example # 49  
Match (dayTurnover,{transaction_amount,date}) 
Linked data example (220000,{1500,”7-12-2005”}) 
Local cardinality  1:2 
Transformation function example dayTurnover = sumGroup(transaction_amount,”date=’7-12-2005’”); 
Semantic overlap Partial, rolled-up, bidirectional data transformation not possible, synchronic 
databases required 
 
 
Most database systems have several built-in aggregate functions for summarizing data. In this 
context summarizing can be: 
- counting number of tuples; 
- summation of tuple values; 
- averaging of tuple values; 
- determine minimum tuple value; 
- determine maximum tuple value. 
 
The origin of this category matches is, because of different design techniques, information 
interest and information usage, data can be stored drilled up or drilled down. The database 
response performance and size also influences design techniques. E.g. in a setting where a 
OnLine Transaction Processing (OLTP) database system(s) are mapped on a data warehouse, 
data is often aggregated to extract necessary facts that satisfy a certain information domain. Also 
schema designs of OLTP database systems sometimes contain semantic overlap when data 
aggregations are applied.  
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This category has some similarities with the arithmetic and schema mismatch categories because 
some aggregations contain arithmetic operations and the different aggregation levels results in 
unaligned schemas. The main difference and an important observation for this category matches 
is that for a transformation function execution more tuples of one of the databases are involved.  
 
The match examples consist of simple and complex matches, more precise local cardinalities 1:1, 
1:n and n:1. No n:m matches are possible because aggregation discussed has a single value as 
result which can be stored in one attribute. 
 
All examples from this category have a partial semantic overlap because one database is richer 
because it contains more information, for example schema 2 of Example # 46 contains all 
amounts of each bill and the schema 1 only contains the total turnover which is a summarization 
of each bill amount. Given the total turnover the individual bill amounts cannot be given without 
extra information. 
 
Matches of this category can contain attributes of numeric types such as integer, smallint, double, 
decimal, real etc. Each database system defines its own set of numeric types varying in precision, 
size and (international) format. Further matches that contain the tuple count operation and 
sumGroup function can have any attribute type, Example # 48 has a string type attribute but this 
data value is not relevant because the number of tuples is the point of interest.  
 
Another property of matches that contain the tuple count operation is that bidirectional data 
transformation is not possible. Given attribute ‘totalTransactions’ from Example # 48 it’s 
impossible to provide data for attribute ‘transactionDescription’. With Example # 46, Example # 47 
bidirectional data transformation is possible when only one value is unknown, e.g. if the total 
‘turnover’ is known and all ‘billAmount’ are known except for one, this one can be calculated with 
a transformation function. This last situation is unlikely to occur. 
 
In Example # 49 schema 1 contains rolled-up data compared to schema 2. In this example 
attribute ‘dayTurnover’ doesn’t hold the total amount of all transactions but summed for one 
specific day. Here for the sumGroup(transaction_amount,”date=’7-12-2005’”) function groups the 
transactions that have the same date together and then executes a summation of grouped items. 
The second parameter of the sumGroup function can be seen as a predicate. 
 
If the databases are not synchronic there is a chance that the computed aggregation result, by 
the transformation function, is inconsistent. With synchronic databases is meant that relevant 
entities of database 1 should also be in database 2. E.g. in Example # 46 when some ‘billAmount’ 
is not booked yet in database 2 but is assumed to be in database 1 the calculated ‘turnover’ value 
is inconsistent. 
 
Because of the tuple count operation different transformation functions can be equivalent, which 
means the result of the calculation is equal. In Example # 48 transformation function: 
totalTransactions = count(transactionDescription); is equivalent to totalTransactions = count(transaction_id); 
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Expected variations 
 
With SQL predicates in mind, more complicated grouping functions could create extra match 
examples. E.g. a match with grouping and predicate functionality and n:m local cardinality: Match 
({date,avgTurnover},{transaction_amount,date}) for which the ‘transaction_amount’ values from 
database 2 are grouped and averaged per date. Or a example where predicates are more 
complicated like: 
dayTurnover = sumGroup(transaction_amount,”date BETWEEN ’7-09-2005’ and ’7-12-2005’ or (deliverd=1 and 
transaction_amount>1.5)”); 
 
 
Aggregate functions challenges summarized:  
 
• involved record selection  
• numeric types and/or other types 
• inconsistent data 
• (in)compatible numeric types 
• simple and complex matches 
• find aggregate operations 
• computable complexity of aggregate operations 
• partial semantic overlap 
• diversity predicate functions 
• nesting of predicate functions 
• grouping functions 
 
Category C.7 Linguistic 
 
This category of matches contains transformations to a linguistic value. Some databases contain 
string type attribute(s) which contain data values that consist of phrases and sentences to 
describe an entity. Among other things, these linguistic values vary in syntax (the way words 
combine into phrases and sentences), language, phraseology (fixed word combinations) and the 
use of punctuation marks. These differences can be present between databases but also in a 
attribute because of inconsistent data or semantics. 
 
The main problem with linguistic matches is that to see the semantic overlap between data. The 
interpretation of sentences is so complicated because of the great number of possible variations 
to represent some information. The scientific study of language is a separate field of science 
where especially for digital systems a lot of work has to be done. 
 
In the substring, schema mismatch and categorical conversion categories contains some 
linguistic attributes, for which simple non-linguistic functions can be used in the transformation 
operations.  
 
The match examples consist of simple and complex matches, all local cardinalities 1:1, 1:n, n:1 
and n:m attribute cardinality are represented.  
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Example # 50  
Match (description,productName) 
Linked data example (“250 vierkante meter en beschikt over een openhaard en garage”, 
“250 square meters”,” fireplace and garage available”) 
Local cardinality 1:1 
Transformation function example Description = linguisticConvert(productName); 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring linguistic difference, data transformation only possible with 
advanced (linguistic/translation) functionality 
 
 
Example # 51  
Match (houseName,{description,options}) 
Linked data example (“250 square meters and has a fireplace and garage”,{“250 square meters”,” 
fireplace and garage available”}) 
Local cardinality 1:2 
Transformation function example houseName = linguisticConvert(description,options); 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring linguistic difference, data transformation only possible with 
advanced (linguistic) functionality 
 
 
Example # 52  
Match (description,winter) 
Linked data example (”This tire can be used in winter conditions.”,1) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example description = linguisticConvert(winter); 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring linguistic difference, data transformation only possible with advanced 
(linguistic) functionality, bidirectional data transformation only possible with (schema 
mismatch) functionality (see Example # 32) 
 
 
Example # 53  
Match (products.name,customAttributeValues.data) 
Linked data example (“high performance sport tyre size R13 invented by Michelin France”,“ R13”) 
Local cardinality  1:1 
Transformation function example products.name = linguisticConvert(customAttributeValues.data); 
Semantic overlap Partial, linguistic difference, missing “high performance sport tyre size” and “invented by 
Michelin France”, data transformation only possible with advanced (linguistic) functionality, 
bidirectional data transformation only possible with (schema mismatch) functionality (see 
Example # 32) 
 
 
Example # 54  
Match ({houseName,surrounding},{description,options}) 
Linked data example ({“250 square meters and has a fireplace and garage”,“near the park”},{“250 
square meters lying next to the park”,” fireplace and garage available”}) 
Local cardinality 2:2 
Transformation function example houseName = linguisticConvert(description,options); 
surrounding = linguisticConvert(description,options); 
Semantic overlap Full, ignoring linguistic difference, data transformation only possible with 
advanced (linguistic) functionality 
 
 
Example # 50 is a match where database 1 contains sentences in the Dutch language and 
database 2 in the English. Also there are syntactical and punctuation mark differences. 
 
Example # 51 has a 1:2 local cardinality which requires a linguistic function to split the string on 
the correct place. There is also a syntactical difference, in database 1 uses the word “has” for 
which database 2 uses the word “available” on another place in the sentence. 
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Match Example # 52 is the same match as schema mismatch Example # 32 but requires 
linguistic functionality for transforming database 2 values to database 1 values. When attribute 
‘winter’ Boolean value is the linguistic attribute ‘description’ value has to express that the tire can 
be used in winter times. 
 
Example # 53 contains a User defined fields which are already discussed in section 2.1 and has a 
partial semantic overlap. The database 2 value only contains a tyre size “R13”, the database 1 
value is richer and contains a sentences where before the “tyre size R13” is mentioned; and also 
the inventor.  
 
In Example # 54 there is a n:m local cardinality, the difference with substring Example # 9 is that 
there is also a full semantic overlap but the sentences are syntactical different and as result no 
substring match: the same information is described in a syntactical other way. 
 
 
Expected variations 
 
Synonyms or number in numeric or word notating that are used in a sentence. 
 
 
Challenges 
 
• record linkage 
• inconsistent data 
• user defined fields 
• simple and complex matches 
• full or partial semantic overlap 
• complex linguistic problems (another working field) 
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3 Substring category solution 
 
3.1 Motivation 
 
Analyses of available databases showed that substrings matches are very common and therefore 
can have an added value for the schema matching prototype. The current prototype only focuses 
on mapping relational databases in spite of the fact that these category matches also appear in 
other database systems such as XML and object databases. Further in this section the approach 
is described. 
 
3.2 Research 
 
There are only few papers about schema matching solutions that support complex and nontrivial 
matches. This section summarizes three relevant found methods.  
 
 
Automatic Direct and Indirect Schema Match: Experiences and Lessons Learned [6]  
 
The papers describes experiences on (global) approaches which are used for building several 
schema match prototypes. No clear distinction between local and global cardinality is made and 
both are considered indirect matches. For finding complex matches an ontology is often 
successfully used in combination with a multi-strategy approach to map schema elements on the 
ontology concepts. Three matchers are used: an element name matcher, a value-characteristic 
matcher, and a data-frame matcher. The data frame matchers claim to recognize substring 
duplicates but details on how this is done and how problems with ambiguous words, stop words, 
record linkage, similarity measures and complexity are tackled is not described. One limitation to 
the approach is the need for creating domain-dependent data frames and ontology snippets. The 
data frames and ontology snippets have to be manually constructed which does not contribute to 
the human effort constraint. Also it is questionable if the high prototype performance claims are 
also met in other scenarios, when no specific pre-match effort is invested. The overall approach is 
nevertheless quite similar to the Map-IT framework.  
 
 
iMAP: Discovering Complex Semantic Matches between Database Schemas [13] 
 
Various interesting nontrivial semantic correlations between database schemas are addressed. 
iMAP also uses a multi-strategy approach which exploits domain knowledge (past complex 
matches) and data overlap. To search effectively, it employs a set of searchers, each discovering 
specific types of nontrivial matches. One of these searches for duplicate data values by 
concatenating textual data values from multiple attributes. This approach has several  
shortcomings, according to [16] the duplicates used by the current version of iMAP are not 
automatically detected and must be provided by the user. Also, only whole data values are 
concatenated so it does not find matches with a partial semantic overlap. Further no string 
similarity technique is used so only exact matches can be found.  
 
 
Schema Matching using Duplicates [16] 
 
A single-strategy approach is described (quite detailed) which is specialized in exploiting 
duplicate instance data between databases for deriving schema matches. Several problems 
regarding schema unalignment, unknown attribute semantics and misleading duplicates as well 
as some measures are addressed quite well. Two small example schemas from the relational 
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data model are used to motivate several problems and the solution. This approach uses string 
similarity measures for matching duplicates and supports approximate duplicates which are not 
exact copies of one another. The duplicates are selected according to a measure and threshold 
based on the Soft-TFIDF measure [21]. The paper only suggests that duplicates can be used to 
find complex matches but the description and prototype is limited to simple matches. This paper 
is used in previous thesis project [2] for creation of Map-IT’s Validator3. 
 
3.3 Approach & design 
 
Approaches from papers discussed in the previous section are not suitable for finding complex 
substring match with a possible partial semantic overlap. Therefore another approach is required 
and described in this section.  
 
From linked data examples of the substring category, e.g. ("Joris Visser",{“Joris”, "Visser"}), the 
match can quickly be spotted. What has to be kept in mind that these data examples are 
generated manually with the knowledge that the accompanying attributes have semantic and 
extensional overlap. This approach will exploit duplicate data values to search for transformation 
functions and (nontrivial) matches. Finding duplicates relies on equal data substrings values that 
are separate by a delimiting character. Cases where duplicates do not share equal data value 
substrings, e.g. because of conversion or format differences, are ignored because the approach 
does not work in this case and they are also outside of the substring category.  
 
A disadvantage of this approach is that without extensional overlap it is very hard to find a 
semantic overlap. Some ideas from papers [12, 13, 16] contributed to the development of this 
solution.  
 
The approach uses the following (global) steps: 
1. Link records 
2. Generate transformation functions 
3. Create matches from transformation functions 
4. Assign transformation functions to matches 
 
Each step is elaborated below and sometimes divided in sub-steps; all steps are numbered in 
execution order. 
 
 
Step 1: Link records 
 
A technique is used to find likely linked record pairs for generating matches and accompanying 
transformation functions. Because of the constraint of limiting the Human Effort a fully automated 
approach for linking records is chosen. Record links are formed using duplicate parts of the 
instance data between the databases, which identify the specific entity. Measures have to be 
taken to avoid incorrect record linkage because of stop words and ambiguous words. The record 
linkage process is divided in more detailed sub-steps below. 
 
Step 1.1: Create inverted indexes  
 
For each of the two databases that need to be matched, an inverted index is created at runtime. 
 
Splitting 
 
Instance data from attributes are loaded. Auto numbering attributes are left out because they are 
automatically generated and used internally by the database for internal database relations; they 
usually have no semantic overlap in another database because they have no meaning outside 
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the database. This also counts for foreign keys that point to an auto numbering attribute because 
these also usually have no meaning outside the database. These attributes can be detected by 
using information available from the catalog of a relational DBMS. 
 
Instance data values are splitted on a set from delimiting characters. Currently, by analyzing data 
from available databases, the delimiting character set (shown as a string between quotes) 
contains “  []()<>/,-_+/!?|*&;:\t”. The splitted data values result in substrings which are used as 
keywords in the inverted index. Note that space character is also member of the delimiting 
character set. 
 
For each keyword an entry will be made in the inverted index. An entry will consist of the following 
items: 
• Keyword: one of the resulted substring after splitting a instance data 
• Source attribute: the table and attribute name from where the specific keyword originated 
• Record index: the record number from where the specific keyword originated 
• Word index: a number which tells the position of the specific keyword in the original 
instance data, e.g. “Helmond” is the 3rd word from instance data “Oostendorp Autocenter 
Helmond” which results in Word index 2 (starts on 0).  
 
 
Pattern recognition 
 
Some instance data looses identifying power when they are split up. E.g. when an email address 
“jan@smit.orange.com” is split up using the set of delimiting characters results in keywords “jan”, 
“smit”, “orange” and “com”. It is not unlikely that “Jan” is also a keyword in a non-corresponding 
records that contains a person first name but refers to another entity. This also counts for “smit” 
with another lastname and “com” with another website url. For these kind of data values it is not 
desirable to split them up and add them to the inverted index as a whole. Expectations are that 
these problems occur for a limited set of data and are domain depended. To prevent this 
unwanted splitting a data value is only splitted when it does not match one of the pre-defined 
exclusion patterns using regular expressions. Currently, by analyzing data from available 
databases, the exclusion pattern set contains patterns for email addresses, website URLs and 
telephone/fax numbers (together with the area code). The fact that for some instance data is not 
splitted, because it matches one of the specified patterns, will be further called the pattern 
recognition feature. 
 
If a value matches a pattern it is not split up and the original value is used. However it is likely that 
in real-world there are various notations for a specific real-world object e.g. a telephone number 
can be denoted as “0492-561222” or as “0492561222”. In the current situation the resulting 
keywords would not match each other and deliver no contribution for providing matches. A 
solution for this problem is proposed in recommendation 5. 
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The following tables show an example how an arbitrarily record is indexed:  
Example database table [Address] 
id Lname Fname Company Tel Email Address City Zip 
0 Maatman Evert Oostendorp 
Autocenter 
0492-561222 info@toyota-
helmond.nl 
Varenschut 5 HELMOND 5705 DK 
… (more records)        
 
Accompanying inverted index 
Keyword Source attribute Record index Word index 
Maatman [Address].[Lname] 0 0 
Evert [Address].[Fname] 0 0 
Oostendorp [Address].[Company] 0 0 
Autocenter [Address].[Company] 0 1 
0492-561222 [Address].[Tel] 0 0 
info@toyota-helmond.nl [Address].[Email] 0 0 
Varenschut [Address].[Address] 0 0 
5 [Address].[Address] 0 1 
HELMOND [Address].[City] 0 0 
5705 [Address].[Zip] 0 0 
DK [Address].[Zip] 0 1 
… (more entries)    
 
In the above index example is shown that the email address and telephone number are 
recognized as a pre-defined patterns and not split up. The reason why auto numbering attribute 
‘id’ and single character keyword “5” (part of ‘address’) are not indexed is explained in following 
step 1.2.  
 
 
Step 1.2: Prune inverted indexes  
 
With the inverted indexes built for both databases some entries have to be removed with the goal 
of achieving consistent record linkage (further clean record linkage). 
 
Unsuitable attributes 
 
Linguistic sentences usually do not have the same consistent structure and number of words. 
Therefore they are part of Category C.7 Linguistic and not to the substring category. Because of 
this inconsistent structure no generic substring transformation function can be provided for all (or 
most) instances, therefore we want to exclude attributes that contain sentences. The next two 
paragraphs describe two approaches that exclude attributes that contain sentences. A positive 
effect of excluding attributes that contain linguistic sentences is that they usually contain a lot of 
ambiguous words and stop words which are bad duplicates for detecting semantic overlap and 
record linkage.  
 
The number of words per data value are counted, further denoted as #words. If there are more 
then four different #words found in for a attribute, for which each #words has to be available in 
five instances at least, then all inverted index entries that originate from this attribute are 
removed. The reason for five instances is that in real-world databases data is dirty, e.g. in Figure 
13 can be seen that in some non linguistic attribute values sometimes contain linguistic 
sentences that describe something that diverges from the intended attribute semantics. Using this 
technique some dirty data is ignored, this is not a problem because a schema matcher is not 
responsible for data cleaning and scrubbing, which is normally done during data integration or 
preprocessing phase.  
 
Index (on keywords) 
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Figure 13: Example table with some dirty data (highlighted in black) 
 
Also inverted index entries are removed that originate from attributes that have more then thirty 
different #words found, discarding the number of instances. This is for excluding attributes that 
contain instances with a very wide spread #words in each data value.  
 
The removal of inverted index entries from the in this section discussed attributes will be further 
called the unsuitable attributes exclusion feature. 
 
 
Single character keywords 
 
By splitting data values single character keywords may occur, e.g. with person name “A.J. 
Kroesen” results in keywords “A”, “J” and “Kroesen”. These single character keywords have a low 
identifying power because the limited number of permutations. It is likely that using single 
characters, duplicates between attributes are found that have different semantics or records that 
point to different entities. For this reason single character are ignored as duplicates by leaving 
them out of the inverted index. 
 
 
Low identifying keywords  
 
If a specific keyword is found in many different records it does not give much confidence on using 
it for record linkage and is assumed to have a low identifying power for the specific entity. 
Therefore keywords that occur frequent are removed from the inverted index. The threshold is 
currently set to allow a maximum of three occurrences in a database table. 
 
To summarize, the following entries are left-out of the inverted indexes:  
• non String (including auto numbering, foreign keys) attributes 
• unsuitable attributes (with inconsistent linguistic instance data) 
• single character keywords 
• low identifying keywords (that occur in multiple records) 
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Step 1.3: Merge inverted indexes 
 
The two pruned inverted indexes (one for each database) are merged using an inner join with the 
keywords as match predicate. This results in a set with candidate linked records. The following 
tables show an example on how two (already pruned) inverted indexes are merged:  
Part of inverted index for DB1 
Keyword Source attribute Record index Word index 
Maatman [Address].[Lname] 0 0 
Evert [Address].[Fname] 0 0 
Oostendorp [Address].[Company] 0 0 
Autocenter [Address].[Company] 0 1 
0492-561222 [Address].[Tel] 0 0 
info@toyota-helmond.nl [Address].[Email] 0 0 
Varenschut [Address].[Address] 0 0 
HELMOND [Address].[City] 0 0 
5705 [Address].[Zip] 0 0 
DK [Address].[Zip] 0 1 
… (more entries)    
 
Accompanying part of inverted index for DB2 
Keyword Source attribute Record index Word index 
… (more entries)    
Evert  [users].[fullname] 334 0 
Maatman [users].[fullname] 334 1 
0492-561222 [users].[phone] 334 0 
06-54672168 [users].[phone2] 334 0 
info@toyota-helmond.nl [users].[mail] 334 0 
Oostendorp [companies].[name] 26 0 
Autocenter [companies.[name] 26 1 
Varenschut [companies].[address1] 26 0 
HELMOND [companies].[city1] 26 0 
5705 [companies].[Zip1] 26 0 
DK [companies].[Zip1] 26 1 
… (more entries)    
 
 
Resulting merged inverted index 
Keyword DB1 Source attribute  DB1 Record 
index 
DB1 Word 
index 
DB2 Source attribute  DB2 Record 
index 
DB2 Word 
index 
Maatman [Address].[Lname] 0 0 [users].[fullname] 334 1 
Evert [Address].[Fname] 0 0 [users].[fullname] 334 0 
Oostendorp [Address].[Company] 0 0 [companies].[name] 26 0 
Autocenter [Address].[Company] 0 1 [companies].[name] 26 1 
0492-561222 [Address].[Tel] 0 0 [users].[phone] 334 0 
info@toyota-
helmond.nl 
[Address].[Email] 0 0 [users].[mail] 334 0 
Varenschut [Address].[Address] 0 0 [companies].[address1] 26 0 
HELMOND [Address].[City] 0 0 [companies].[city1] 26 0 
5705 [Address].[Zip] 0 0 [companies].[Zip1] 26 0 
DK [Address].[Zip] 0 1 [companies].[Zip1] 26 1 
… (more entries)       
 
The above example shows that each keyword from DB1, that is also present in DB2, is combined 
(Cartesian product) with equal keywords from DB2. Note that schemas are unaligned and in DB1 
person names are spread over two attributes and DB2 stores them in a single attribute. This 
example shows only a few records that are indexed and merged, but keep in mind that in reality 
this is done for all records.  
 
 
 
Merge (with inner join on keyword)
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Step 1.4: Create record links  
 
For linking records together that are assumed to point to the same entity a constraint is applied to 
the merged inverted index: 
 
Link records if they share at least x rare keywords or a keyword that matches one of the  
pre-defined patterns. A keyword is rare if it does not occur in more then y records. 
 
This constraint introduces two thresholds namely: 
• x: the minimal number of matching keywords between two records.  
• y: the maximal number of records in a database the specific keyword may occur 
 
Initially x and y are both assigned with value three. These values are determined by conducting 
some experiments but recommendation 1 suggests a dynamic value assignment because it is 
likely to have some scenarios for which these fixed values are not applicable. 
 
Records are finally linked according to duplicates which are data values that match each other 
literally and have the same semantics. In some situations equal data values can have different 
semantics and point to different entities, e.g. ambiguous words. Also stop words can not be used 
for record linkage but for these prune actions are already performed in previous step 1.3. 
 
 
Merged inverted index 
Keyword DB1 Source attribute  DB1 Record 
index 
DB1 Word 
index 
DB2 Source attribute  DB2 Record 
index 
DB2 Word 
index 
Maatman [Address].[Lname] 0 0 [users].[fullname] 334 1 
Evert [Address].[Fname] 0 0 [users].[fullname] 334 0 
Oostendorp [Address].[Company] 0 0 [companies].[name] 26 0 
Autocenter [Address].[Company] 0 1 [companies].[name] 26 1 
0492-561222 [Address].[Tel] 0 0 [users].[phone] 334 0 
info@toyota-
helmond.nl 
[Address].[Email] 0 0 [users].[mail] 334 0 
Varenschut [Address].[Address] 0 0 [companies].[address1] 26 0 
HELMOND [Address].[City] 0 0 [companies].[city1] 26 0 
5705 [Address].[Zip] 0 0 [companies].[Zip1] 26 0 
DK [Address].[Zip] 0 1 [companies].[Zip1] 26 1 
… (more entries)       
 
 
 
 
Resulting record links between DB1 and DB2 
DB1 Table DB1 Record 
index 
DB2 Table DB2 Record 
index 
Motivation 
[Address] 0 [users] 334 enough rare matching keywords also matching patterns 
present 
[Address] 0 [companies] 26 enough rare matching keywords 
… (more links)     
 
Above example shows that the record linkage step results in a set of linked records between the 
databases. In the last table a record is denoted by a table name and a record index, the 
motivation tells why the two records are linked to each other. 
 
 
 
 
 
Link record (according to constraint)
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Justification 
 
Using this approach it may happen that sometimes records are linked incorrectly. Steps after 
record linkage will reduce the impact on match performance caused by incorrect record links. 
Incorrect linked records may still have some influence but for schema matching and records 
linkage between unaligned schemas, currently no 100% reliable techniques are available. The 
goal of the solution is to improve the performance so a performance below 100% is acceptable.  
 
 
Step 2: Generate transformation functions 
 
Transformation functions design 
 
As earlier addressed each substring match has its accompanying set of transformation functions 
which provide information about the semantic correlation of a match. This approach uses 
transformation functions for explaining the semantic correlation in the match result but also for 
finding matches. The set of transformation functions can also be used during data integration. For 
each attribute in a match a transformation is needed to support bidirectional data exchange. For 
this category only string concatenation and split and concatenate operations are used to 
transform data. 
 
Transformation functions are expressed in the .NET C# programming language. This is chosen 
also for the solution because the C# language is expressive enough and Sync-IT is also 
developed on the Microsoft .NET platform. The plan is to use transformation functions directly 
during a data synchronization with a snipped compiler that will (JIT) compile the transformation 
functions at runtime. 
 
 
Transformation functions generation 
 
For each attribute in a linked record pair that contains a duplicate keyword (and might hold 
semantic overlap) a transformation function is generated.  
 
The following tables show an example on two linked records with the resulting transformation 
functions:  
Example linked record from DB1 table [Address] 
id Lname Fname Company Tel Email Address City Zip 
0 Maatman Evert Oostendorp 
Autocenter 
0492-
561222 
info@toyota-
helmond.nl 
Varenschut 5 HELMOND 5705 DK 
 
Accompanying linked record from DB2 table [users] 
key fullname phone phone2 mail 
334 Evert Maatman 0492-561222 06-54672168 info@toyota-helmond.nl 
 
 
Resulting transformation functions 
Database Attribute DB1 record 
index 
DB2 record 
index 
Transformation function 
DB1 [Address].[Lname] 0 334 [DB1].[Address].[Lname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[1]; 
DB1 [Address].[Fname] 0 334 [DB1].[Address].[Fname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[0]; 
DB1 [Address].[Tel] 0 334 [DB1].[Address].[Tel] = [DB2].[users].[phone]; 
DB1 [Address].[Email] 0 334 [DB1].[Address].[Email] = [DB2].[users].[mail]; 
DB2 [users].[fullname] 0 334 [DB2].[users].[fullname]=[DB1].[Address].[Fname] +' '+ [Address].[Lname]; 
DB2 [users].[phone] 0 334 [DB2].[users].[phone] = [DB1].[Address].[Tel]; 
DB2 [users].[mail] 0 334 [DB2].[users].[mail] = [DB1].[Address].[Email]; 
Generate transformation functions (according to duplicate keywords) 
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With above transformation functions the instance data from DB1 record can be transformed to 
DB2 record and vice versa. Above transformation functions are generated for each linked record 
(often for more then one table pair). Keep in mind that for other linked records different 
transformation functions may be generated for the same attribute due to stop words, ambiguous 
words, inconsistent format, missing values or other data quality issues. This example has a full 
semantic overlap but the solutions also supports the generations of transformation functions in 
case of a partial semantic overlap, as shown in Example # 3. 
 
 
Step 3: Create matches from transformation functions 
 
Creating matches from transformation functions takes place in two sub-steps. First the matches 
are gathered and then for each match a similarity value is calculated. 
 
 
Step 3.1: Create matches 
 
From the generated transformation functions matches are generated. This is done by clustering 
dependent transformation functions together and extracting the involved attributes so complete 
matches will arise.  
 
For transformation functions where only one attribute from each database is involved only the 
inverse transformation function has to be clustered e.g.:  
 
[DB1].[Address].[Email] = [DB2].[users].[mail];  
and its inverse:  
[DB2].[users].[mail] = [DB1].[Address].[Email];  
 
 
 
 
 
([Address].[Email], [users].[mail]) 
 
For transformation functions where more then one attributes from a database are involved, 
several involved transformation functions also have to be clustered e.g.:  
 
[DB1].[Address].[Lname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[1]; 
[DB1].[Address].[Fname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[0]; 
and  its inverse:  
[DB2].[users].[fullname] = [DB1].[Address].[Fname] + ' ' + [Address].[Lname]; 
 
 
 
 
 
({[Address].[Fname],[Address].[Lname]}, [users].[fullname]) 
 
results in (simple) match 
results in (complex) match 
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The transformation functions that have to be clustered can be found because involved attributes 
have a subset relation. 
 
The following tables show an example of the transformation functions of the earlier two linked 
records with the resulting matches:  
Transformation functions 
Database Attribute DB1 record 
index 
DB2 record 
index 
Transformation function 
DB1 [Address].[Lname] 0 334 [DB1].[Address].[Lname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[1]; 
DB1 [Address].[Fname] 0 334 [DB1].[Address].[Fname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[0]; 
DB1 [Address].[Tel] 0 334 [DB1].[Address].[Tel] = [DB2].[users].[phone]; 
DB1 [Address].[Email] 0 334 [DB1].[Address].[Email] = [DB2].[users].[mail]; 
DB2 [users].[fullname] 0 334 [DB2].[users].[fullname]=[DB1].[Address].[Fname] +' '+ [Address].[Lname]; 
DB2 [users].[phone] 0 334 [DB2].[users].[phone] = [DB1].[Address].[Tel]; 
DB2 [users].[mail] 0 334 [DB2].[users].[mail] = [DB1].[Address].[Email]; 
 
 
Resulting matches with count 
Transformation function Count 
({[Address].[Fname],[Address].[Lname]}, [users].[fullname]) 1 
([Address].[Tel], [users].[phone]) 1 
([Address].[Email], [users].[mail]) 1 
 
In the resulting match table also extracted matches from other linked records are collected. Equal 
matches are stored in one entry in the table and the count denotes how many times the specific 
match occurred. Keep in mind that in the example above only extracted matches of one linked 
record pair is added, this explains that all count rows have value “1”. 
 
 
Step 3.2: Calculate and assign similarity value 
 
For each distinct match a similarity value is calculated and assigned. The similarity value is based 
on the assumption that if a great amount of linked records show the same match correlation it is 
probably a correct match. 
 
For each match m the similarity value is calculated by: 
Match m similarity = matchCount m / (linkCount / 100) 
 
Where: 
• matchCount = number of occurrences of match m found 
• linkCount m = number of linked record pairs between the two tables of match m 
 
This similarity calculation restricts the matches to the presence of two tables per match. As a 
consequence matches like Example # 12 cannot be found because more then two tables are 
included. Recommendation 3 describes this problem.  
 
In the following table a similarity value example is given for a situation where two hundred record 
pairs are linked between DB1 table [Address] and DB2 table [users]: 
Resulting matches with similarity value  
Match Final count Similarity value 
({[Address].[Fname],[Address].[Lname]}, [users].[fullname]) 186 93% 
([Address].[Lname], [users].[fullname]) 8 4% 
([Address].[Tel], [users].[phone]) 170 85% 
([Address].[Email], [users].[mail]) 182 91% 
 
Create and count matches (by transformation function clustering and element extraction) 
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In the above table all similarity values are below 100% in spite of this correct match, this can be 
caused by stop words, ambiguous words, inconsistent format, missing value parts or other data 
quality issues. Also the similarity measure depends on record linkage. However if some incorrect 
records links are made this can result in quite a high similarity value if enough correct record links 
support the specific match.  
 
There is also the constraint that at least two linked records are required for a similarity value 
calculation. This makes the similarity value more reliable to reduce the change of accidental 
duplicates e.g. caused by stop words or ambiguous words.  
 
Recommendation 6 addresses an alternative approach on mining the generated transformation 
functions for finding matches. 
 
Step 4: Assign transformation functions to matches 
 
In above steps a set of plausible matches is derived, together with a similarity value. The goal 
was to also provide transformation functions together with the matches. Because in some cases 
multiple (different) transformation functions can support a specific match, a ranking is made by a 
score. The score is based on the assumption that frequently found transformation functions are 
more reliable. 
 
First for each attribute in the match set the corresponding transformation functions are collected. 
Then for each collected (distinct) transformation function a score is calculated by formula: 
 
Transformation function f score = functionCount f / (functionCountForAttribute a /100) 
 
Where: 
• functionCount = number of occurrences of function f 
• functionCountForAttribute a = number of functions found that transform to 
attribute a 
 
The table below shows the transformation functions with score for each attribute in a match: 
Match ({[Address].[Fname],[Address].[Lname]}, [users].[fullname]) with similarity value of 93% 
Attribute Transformation function Score Ranking 
[DB1].[Address].[Lname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[1]; 85% 1 
[DB1].[Address].[Lname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[0]; 10% 2 
[Address].[Lname] 
[DB1].[Address].[Lname] = [DB2].[users].[fullname]; 5% 3 
[DB1].[Address].[Fname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[0]; 90% 1 [Address].[Fname] 
[DB1].[Address].[Fname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[1]; 10% 2 
[DB2].[users].[fullname] = [DB1].[Address].[Fname] + ' ' + [Address].[Lname]; 85% 1 
[DB2].[users].[fullname] = [DB1].[Address].[Lname] + ' ' + [Address].[Fname]; 10% 2 
[users].[fullname] 
[DB2].[users].[fullname] = [Address].[Lname]; 5% 3 
Match ([Address].[Tel], [users].[phone]) with similarity value of 85% 
Attribute Transformation function Score Ranking 
[Address].[Tel] [DB1].[Address].[Tel] = [DB2].[users].[phone]; 100% 1 
[users].[phone] [DB2].[users].[phone] = [DB1].[Address].[Tel]; 100% 1 
Match ([Address].[Email], [users].[mail]) with similarity value of 91% 
Attribute Transformation function Score Ranking 
[Address].[Email] [DB1].[Address].[Email] = [DB2].[users].[mail]; 100% 1 
[users].[mail] [DB2].[users].[mail] = [DB1].[Address].[Email]; 100% 1 
 
When above similarity values (from matches) are compared with scores from transformation 
functions they are not equal in all cases. This is caused by the fact that some instance data 
values parts are missing and that some of the value parts are swapped. Keep in mind that above 
example only shows matches between two tables and in reality it could be that matches are made 
between other table pairs. Besides explaining the semantic correlation for matches, the scores of 
transformation functions might also be useful during data integration when a probabilistic 
database is used, see recommendation 11. 
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3.4 Implementation 
 
3.4.1 Environment 
 
Another concurrent thesis project [2] also includes implementing improvements for Map-IT. 
Concurrent modifications need to be tuned so that the application remains consistent. To help 
facilitate this, a CVS application (MS-SourceSafe) is used. As in past project around the schema 
matcher for implementation MS-Visual Studio is used on the .NET 1.1 framework. 
 
3.4.2 Validator4 issues 
 
During the design of substring solution a prototype is created to test and validate some principles. 
This implementation of this prototype is extended to the fully operational Validator4. Some 
interesting implementation issues are discussed in this section.  
 
 
Data structures  
 
A data structure was required to store the inverted index and transformation functions as strings. 
In spite of the number of records loaded from each table is bounded, the number of inverted 
index entries can be quite big (in the order of ~200.000). Also the number of transformation 
functions can be quite big in scenarios where there is a lot of extensional overlap.  
 
Within Validator4 selection functionality can be used frequently to reduce computation by 
selecting only relevant entries for a certain operation. In some situations changing the ordering 
can reduce computation because sequential scans can be quit when a certain entry is reached 
and while merging the inverted indexes. 
 
DataTables are a standard data structure incorporated within the .NET framework. DataTables 
are volatile and have a structure similar to relational database tables (with attributes and records) 
and contain built-in methods for doing selections and ordering in a declarative way. However not 
all functionality of the SQL standard is included, e.g. join and grouping functionality is absent. 
 
The implementation of creating and filling the inverted index, using DataTables, is reused in the 
implementation of Validator3, in thesis project [3].  
 
 
Remove negative similarity values 
 
The Map-IT framework has the approach to generate match combinations and let each validator 
assigning a similarity value for each combination. Like Validator3, Validator4 exploits duplicates in 
instance data. Both validators only calculate similarity values for matches which duplicates are 
found. Therefore only matches for which involved attributes contain convenient duplicates have a 
positive similarity value, ignoring correct matches for which no duplicates are present. In fairness 
low similarity values are removed because for a lot of match combinations generated by the 
framework no similarity value is given at all. Map-IT threshold FromPercentage (default on 0.55) 
is used to determine if the Validator4 similarity value may be used. 
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Decoupling 
 
The record linkage implementation and the generation of transformation functions and matches 
are intentionally separated (as unwoven functions). This is done with the reason to make 
decoupling easy. This simplifies future developments e.g. the record linkage algorithm might be 
used in other new validators or maybe a new record linkage algorithm is plugged in. 
 
 
Parameters 
 
As discussed in the design section Validator4 contains several new parameters. The table below 
holds these parameters with their current fixed default value: 
 
Validator4 parameter Default value Description 
MaxWordLengts 4 For unsuitable attribute exclusion: The number of words (separated by a 
delimiting character) per data value are counted, further denoted as 
#words. If there are more then MaxWordLengts different #words found in 
a attribute, for which each #words has to be available at least in five 
instances, then all inverted index entries that originate from this attribute 
are removed. 
MinMatches 3 For record linkage: The minimum number matching keywords where 
found in two records before linking it. 
MaxOccurrencesRec 3 For record linkage remove low identifying keywords: The maximum 
number of records a specific keyword may occur per table. 
MinLinkCount 2 For reliable similarity value: only create match and calculate similarity 
value when minimal MinLinkCount records pairs are linked. 
 
In recommendation 1 suggests a solution that dynamically adapts the parameters to the 
environment where the schema matcher is used. 
3.4.3 Framework integration issues 
 
In this section various issues are discussed about the integration of Validator4 in the Map-IT 
framework.  
 
 
Jumping mechanism 
 
In passed thesis projects no large databases where used and the amount of instance data loaded 
into the Database Graph (internal database representation in Map-IT) was not bounded. To 
bound memory use and meet performance constraints, the amount of instance data loaded 
should be bounded.  
 
A parameter MaxData is introduced which defines the maximum number of records loaded for 
each table. Validator3 and Validator4 search for duplicated in the loaded records. If a table 
contains more records then MaxData the jumping mechanism picks out records in a spread way. 
This is useful because a TOP would often load only the “oldest” records and data and e.g. in the 
E-Commerce database data is initially imported per supplier so without the jumping mechanism 
only products from a few suppliers would be loaded, which normally would decrease the change 
of finding duplicates. 
 
 
Complex matches  
 
The class ElementCombination represented simple matches with a 1:1 attribute cardinality. The 
class of this object is modified so it can also be used for complex matches with a n:m attribute 
cardinality. Because ElementCombination objects are interpreted in almost all framework 
components, it required modifications a lot of classes from the framework and evaluation module.  
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Add initial complex matches  
 
The Schema combiner component only generated the initial set of simple (1:1) combinations. 
This set is used to define the similarity cube that has a fixed size in the current implementation 
and which is later used to store similarity values of each validator for each match. Generating the 
initial complex combinations in the same way as simple matches would not be very smart 
because a vast number of possible combinations can be made for complex matches. Validators 
that are able to suggest complex matches search in a very specialized way to reduce the vast 
solution space. Therefore these specialized validators also need to give the initial complex 
matches. For this each validator is equipped with a giveComplexCombinations method which can 
give promising complex attribute combinations.  
 
 
Learn from complex matches 
 
The GIS (see section 1.4) only could store concepts extracted from simple matches. In a complex 
match multiple attributes from a database are grouped which requires also the ability to store a 
group of concepts the GIS. This is visualized in Figure 14 below. 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Example of a GIS with concepts originating from simple and complex matches 
 
In the figure above can be seen that eleven times user-feedback is provided for complex match 
({[TableX].[Firstname],[TableX].[Lastname]}, [TableY].[Fullname]). New class Conceptgroup is introduced to 
group together multiple GIS concepts.  
 
The Map-IT its Schema combiner component uses the GIS for complex matches in the same way 
as it does for simple matches: if two schemas contain attributes with matching names and data 
types each attribute is combined with the GIS concept. The initial matches made are later 
assessed by the validators to judge if there are likely matches. Not all validators are suitable for 
assessing GIS combinations. Validator3 and Validator4 exploit duplicates in the instance data but 
because only a few instance data samples are stored for each GIS concept, it is not likely that 
duplicated are found. Therefore only validators for which the IsGISValidator property is true asses 
GIS combinations. If Validator3 or Validator4 finds duplicates (in the inputted databases) for a 
match, that is transitively combined from GIS combinations, the judgment is included in the final 
similarity score. This way, if user-feedback is provided in earlier iterations, more correct complex 
matches can be suggested and incorrect complex matches are not repeatedly suggested.  
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4 Solution evaluation 
 
In this section the evaluation goals will be addressed, and then the Map-IT its built-in evaluation 
module will be shortly described. The evaluation approach subsection discusses how the 
evaluation is done and what dimensions are included. In the evaluation setup is describing which 
databases, dimension steps and parameters are used in the experiments. Then results from 
experiments are listed and discussed. Finally conclusions are drawn. 
4.1 Evaluation goals 
 
1. A goal of the evaluation is to verify if the implemented solution (and chosen approach) 
named Validator4 is giving a better match performance by using Validator4 which 
searches for nontrivial substring matches. Quality of provided transformation functions 
could also be evaluated but this is left out of scope. Other schema matching evaluations 
are also restricted to performance measurement of matches and do not evaluate the 
origin of the match (in this case transformation functions). 
 
2. There are two features inside Validator4 that need to be assessed if they improve the 
match performance. The two features are pattern recognition and unsuitable attributes 
exclusion (see section 3.3). 
 
3. Searching for nontrivial matches did not only require the development of a new validator 
but also implied the extension on the existing Map-IT prototype with the ability to suggest 
complex matches and learn from passed complex matches. This will also be verified 
during the evaluation.  
 
4.2 Evaluation module facts 
 
Map-IT its evaluation module is developed during another project [3] and is based on paper [5] 
which describes a set of criteria influencing the performance of schema matching systems. The 
main criteria are summarized and elaborated on below: 
• Input: what input data has been used (input schemas, data instances, dictionaries, etc.) 
• Quality measure: what measures are used to quantify the accuracy and completeness of 
the match result. 
• Output: what information is outputted by the schema matcher and evaluation module. 
• Effort: how much manual saving is obtained and how is that quantified. 
 
These criteria will be shortly discussed regarding the implementation in the prototype and 
evaluation module. 
 
Input 
 
A schema matcher is used in the real-word in various situations from several application domains. 
Differences that are expressed in databases schemas or stored data are already discussed in 
section 2.1. Some of these differences may influence the matching performance and therefore 
relevant variating dimensions have to be selected and need to be presented in the inputted 
databases. The evaluation module supports all databases that have an OLEDB data adapter 
available and does not constrain the database design (however the database design may 
influence the performance).  
 
Besides the databases that have to be mapped extra information may be provided as input for a 
schema matching system e.g. dictionaries, thesauri or constraints instance data, dictionaries.  
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Real matches Derived matches 
At the moment Map-IT learns from previous matches. The evaluation module automatically gives 
feedback to the matching system about the correctness of the provided matches that is manually 
pre-specified. Information from this feedback is automatically gathered and stored by the 
matching system. This way the evaluation module can start another schema matching run with a 
trained schema matcher.  
 
In an evaluation configuration the databases are selected, several thresholds can be set, 
validators and GIS can be switched on/off, number of iterations is set and correct semantic 
matches are stored. In section 4.4.3 more complete evaluation configurations with concrete 
values are given. 
 
Quality metrics & effort 
 
Quality metrics are needed to calculate the match performance. The usual measures for reporting 
effectiveness of semantic retrieval systems are precision and recall. These measures are 
regularly used for schema matching systems [5]. In principle, to acquire the precision and recall 
measures, the process illustrated in Figure 15 must be executed.  
 
First a test collection must exist, usually this is a set of real-world 
schema matching problems. Next, the system S (see Figure 15) 
derives a set of number of schema matches which rank high  
As={ai1,..., aim}. The system judged that these matches are correct. 
Independently, a human evaluator selects only the semantically correct 
schema matches, creating in that way a set of correct answers 
Cs={aj1,..., ajmk}. The human evaluator inspects the whole search space 
and selects all and only real (correct) matches. A way to measure how 
good a schema match system performs in mapping two schemas, is by 
considering the relation between the amount of derived matches by the 
system and the total amount of matches possible. To provide a basis 
for evaluating the quality of automatic match strategies, the match task 
first has to be manually solved.  
 
Figure 15: Computing the 
precision and recall for 
system S manually 
 
In Figure 16 two circles are presented, the circle with the continuing line represents the Real 
matches that manually would be created. In the evaluation module for each test collection (two 
schemas) the real (correct) matches are provided manually a single time. The dashed circle 
represents the matches the schema match system created.  
False negatives (A) are matches needed but not 
automatically identified. The overlapping part (B) true 
positives are the real (correct) matches the schema match 
system created.  False positives (C) are incorrect matches 
the match system created. True negatives (D), are false 
matches which were correctly discarded by the system. 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Classification of real 
matches and automatically derived 
matches 
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Let’s assume that |X| stands for the number of elements of set X. Based on the cardinality of 
these sets, two common measures, Precision and Recall can be calculated. 
 
Precision is the share of real matches among the found ones, and is computed as follows: 
Precision =
||||
||
CB
B
+  
 
 
 
 
Recall is the share of real matches that the system came up with, and is computed as follows: 
Recall =
||||
||
BA
B
+  
 
The most ideal case, when there are no false negatives and false positives returned, Precision=1 
and is Recall=1. However, neither Precision nor Recall alone can accurately assess the match 
quality. Recall can easily be maximized at the expense of a Precision by returning all possible 
matches e.g. the cross product of two input schemas. On the other side, a high Precision can be 
achieved at the expense of the Recall by returning only few (correct) matches. 
 
Since Precision and Recall, despite their popularity, are not always the most appropriate 
measures for evaluating schema matching systems, alternative measures have been proposed 
over the years. In [19] and [20] the following schema matching overall metric is used: 
 
Overall = ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −=+
−=+
+−
Precision
12Recall
BA
CB
BA
CA1 *
||||
||||
||||
||||
 
 
The main underlying idea of the overall metric is to quantify the post-match (human) effort needed 
for adding missed matches and removing false ones. An important disadvantage of the overall 
metric is that it cannot be used in situations where precision<0.5. 
 
We assume a strict notion of matching quality in other words “being close is not good enough”. 
For example, imagine that a matching algorithm comes up with match (name, firstname) and the 
correct match should be (name, {firstname, lastname}) it is strictly judged as incorrect. 
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Output 
 
Schema matcher outputs the matches that it judged positive. The evaluation module assesses 
these matches by applying the quality measurements Precision, Recall and Overall.  All 
measurement results are outputted to a log (XML) file, see Figure 17. Also various execution 
times are recorded. 
 
Figure 17: Sample evaluation module output (2 experiment runs) 
 
 
Human Effort 
 
The purpose of schema matching is to map schemas (semi)automatically to save human effort 
during evaluation. Map-IT asks user-feedback (post-matching phase) on provided matches for 
training purposes. Another possibility is to do a (domain dependent) pre-match effort to train the 
system in advance. The human effort saved by improvements in the schema matching system is 
represented in the metrics the evaluation module outputs. 
 
Evaluation Effort 
 
The evaluation module can be used to save human effort if experiments are done repeatedly with 
the same schemas, this difference in approach can be visually compared in Figure 15 and Figure 
18. When an evaluation experiment is executed the correct matches have to be manually 
specified (initially) in a evaluation configuration once for each combination of two schemas. The 
evaluation module automatically runs the experiments and provides feedback on suggested 
matches. In a evaluation configuration various parameters can be set, e.g. the number of runs 
and which validators are enabled. This creates a situation where with minimal human effort 
evaluation experiments can be repeated in another setup with the same database schemas. 
 
 
<Log> 
  <Statistics> 
    <TruePositives>17</TruePositives> 
    <FalsePositives>11</FalsePositives> 
    <FalseNegatives>22</FalseNegatives> 
    <Precision>0.6071429</Precision> 
    <Recall>0.4358974</Recall> 
    <Overall>0.1538462</Overall> 
    <OverallRuntime>37827</OverallRuntime> 
    <TimeSchemaComb>15</TimeSchemaComb> 
    <TimeValidator1Combination>0.05128205</TimeValidator1Combination> 
    <TimeValidator2Combination>1.006838</TimeValidator2Combination> 
    <TimeValidator3Combination>0</TimeValidator3Combination> 
    <TimeValidator4Combination>24015</TimeValidator4Combination> 
    <TimeFeedBack>593</TimeFeedBack> 
  </Statistics> 
  <Statistics> 
    <TruePositives>31</TruePositives> 
    <FalsePositives>14</FalsePositives> 
    <FalseNegatives>8</FalseNegatives> 
    <Precision>0.6888889</Precision> 
    <Recall>0.7948718</Recall> 
    <Overall>0.4358975</Overall> 
    <OverallRuntime>37015</OverallRuntime> 
    <TimeSchemaComb>281</TimeSchemaComb> 
    <TimeValidator1Combination>0</TimeValidator1Combination> 
    <TimeValidator2Combination>2.528226</TimeValidator2Combination> 
    <TimeValidator3Combination>0</TimeValidator3Combination> 
    <TimeValidator4Combination>23640</TimeValidator4Combination> 
    <TimeFeedBack>265</TimeFeedBack> 
  </Statistics> 
</Log> 
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4.3 Evaluation approach 
 
During the evaluation of the solution some experiments are done regarding issues: 
• Domain dependency  
• Impact of two built-in features of Validator4 
• Semantic overlap sensitivity 
• Extensional overlap sensitivity 
• Dirty data sensitivity 
• Ability to learn from previous complex matches 
 
This and next section will discuss above issues and how they are evaluated. The evaluation 
approach elaborates on previous evaluations done on Map-IT using the existing evaluation 
module (see previous section 4.2) to generate comparable results.  
 
Figure 18 shows the global approach where Map-IT is considered as a black-box. The evaluation 
module has two databases and a evaluation configuration as input. In a configuration several 
Map-IT parameters can be adjusted but in this case mostly default parameters are used (as 
normally would be the case during exploitation). Earlier prototypes also used the default 
parameters and this is also fair to not optimize the parameters towards the evaluation scenarios. 
 
 
 
Figure 18: Global (black-box) evaluation approach 
 
Several experiments are done and match performance improvements are determined and 
calculated by comparing output from the evaluation modules metrics. The output is visualized in 
graphs and compared with the output from the prototype with the implemented solution turned off. 
 
To determine the effect of the pattern recognition and unsuitable attributes exclusion features that 
are built-in Validator4. The output is visualized in graphs and compared with the output from the 
prototype with the implemented solution turned off. 
 
The ability to learn from passed complex matches will be verified by comparing output from 
multiple iterations for which automated feedback is given to Map-IT by the evaluation module. 
 
Besides the above black-box approach missing and incorrect matches are analyzed to find the 
cause and report for further improvements. This is done by analyzing intermediate results inside 
the implementation (in debug mode). 
 
A schema matcher is used in the real-word in various situations from several application domains. 
There are various dimensions in which these situations vary. For this solution in particular the 
most important dimensions are the level of semantic overlap, extensional overlap and dirty data 
present in the input databases (see section 2.1). All these dimensions can be expressed in the 
database schema or data. For this evaluation results from several runs, with varying dimensions, 
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will be compared and evaluated, which should give indications about the performance in various 
real-word situations. In this project context it was necessary to make a selection to reduce the 
number of experiments. A more comprehensive evaluation (see recommendation 9), that tests 
more diverse (schema) scenarios and more dimensions steps, would give more fundament for 
drawing harder and more general conclusions. 
 
In all fairness, also an out-domain database is used which is not used during solution 
development. In proceeding sections the input, output and setup will be described in more detail. 
 
4.4 Evaluation setup 
4.4.1 Databases 
 
Most of the evaluation databases used are real-world databases from the personal data (in 
particular person name and address information) and car part (in particular tire descriptions) 
domain. Below a table for each database, with some interesting properties and statistics. 
Schemas of the databases can be found in Appendix B: Database schemas. In some cases the 
original database is copied and some manipulations are done to create a interesting new 
situation. These manipulations needed to be done manually because no real-world databases 
where available that reflect all of the situations. The E-commerce database and PDA database 
are used while developing Validator4, the Goodyear database (and derivatives) is not used for 
development or tuning. 
 
E-Commerce database  
Origin Real-world database from costumer from E-System Solutions 
Domain Car part trade (also contains personal data) 
Entities Various types of information  about car parts like tires, lamps, cleaning, brakes etc. from 
several brands 
Various types of information about persons like suppliers, dealers, system administrators 
Design To large extend normalized (to second normal form, some values aren’t made atomically 
for practical reasons) 
Data volume indication Large, contains ~250,000 products and ~ 600 persons 
Data Quality Contains some incomplete values and values that mismatch the attribute semantics 
 
 
E-CommerceSem database  
Origin Copy from E-Commerce database where some overlapping attributes are deleted (to 
create less semantic overlap on a attribute level when compared with the PDAsem 
database) 
Domain Car part trade (also contains personal data) 
Entities Various types of information  about car parts like tires, lamps, cleaning, brakes etc. from 
several brands 
Various information about system administrators 
Design To large extend normalized (to second normal form, some values aren’t made atomically 
for practical reasons) 
Data volume indication Small, contains ~250,000 products and ~ 40 persons 
Data Quality Contains some incomplete values and values that mismatch the attribute semantics 
 
 
PDA database  
Origin Real-world database schema from a randomly chosen persons PDA (Sony), randomly 
filled with data from car dealer contact persons (not from the E-Commerce database) 
Domain Personal data 
Entities Persons 
Design Not normalized (one table) 
Data volume indication Small, contains ~50 persons 
Data Quality High 
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PDAdup database  
Origin Copy from PDA database with instance data from 10 entities of the E-Commerce database 
injected (to create more extensional overlap when compared with the E-Commerce 
database) 
Domain Personal data 
Entities Persons 
Design Not normalized (one table) 
Data volume indication Small, contains ~60 persons 
Data Quality High 
 
 
PDAsem database  
Origin Copy from PDAdup database where some overlapping attributes are deleted and some 
new attributes added (to create less semantic overlap on a attribute level when compared 
with the E-Commerce database) 
Domain Personal data 
Entities Persons 
Design Not normalized (one table) 
Data volume indication Small, contains ~60 persons 
Data Quality High 
 
 
PDAling database  
Origin Copy from PDAdup database where two new attributes (non-overlapping compared with 
the E-Commerce database) filled with linguistic data (random sentences from another 
database) are added. 
Domain Personal data 
Entities Persons 
Design Not normalized (one table) 
Data volume indication Small, contains ~60 persons 
Data Quality Medium (see origin) 
 
 
 
GoodyearDup database  
Origin Real-world (partially) exported database from a Goodyear tire supplier 
Domain Car part trade 
Entities Car tires 
Design Not normalized (one table) 
Data volume indication Medium, contains ~350 tires 
Data Quality High 
 
 
GoodyearSem database  
Origin Copy from GoodyearDup database where some attributes are deleted (to create less 
semantic overlap on a attribute level when compared with the E-Commerce database) 
Domain Car part trade 
Entities Car tires 
Design Not normalized (one table) 
Data volume indication Medium, contains ~350 tires 
Data Quality High 
 
 
 
GoodyearSem2 database  
Origin Copy from GoodyearDup database where the tire series (data value part) is not available in 
the ‘Band’ attribute (to create less semantic overlap on a instance level when compared 
with the E-Commerce database). E-Commerce database attribute ‘size’ contain the tire 
with and serie, e.g. data value “225/75”. 
Domain Car part trade 
Entities Car tires 
Design Not normalized (one table) 
Data volume indication Medium, contains ~350 tires 
Data Quality High 
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GoodyearQuality database  
Origin Copy from GoodyearDup database where ~20% of the data values are randomly swapped 
between the ‘size’, ‘type’ and ‘lisi’ attributes (to create a low data quality scenario) 
Domain Car part trade 
Entities Car tires 
Design Not normalized (one table) 
Data volume indication Medium, contains ~350 tires 
Data Quality Low (see origin) 
 
 
4.4.2 Database combinations 
 
For executing a evaluation scenario two databases are needed for input. This section describes 
the motivation and interesting features of each database combination made. Many interesting 
database combinations can be evaluated but a selection is made. Expected is that the level of 
semantic overlap, extensional overlap and dirty data present in the input databases influences 
Validator4 the most. These dimensions are possibly not interdependent and may influence each 
other; therefore these are combined in several ways. The database combinations are restricted to 
a set with the most interesting ones: 
 
Database combination Semantic overlap Extensional overlap Dirty data present Domain 
E-Commerce database  
↔ PDA database 
High None Some Personal data 
E-Commerce database  
↔ PDAdup database 
High Medium Some Personal data 
E-CommerceSem database  
↔ PDAsem database 
Low Medium Some Personal data 
E-Commerce database  
↔ PDAling database 
High Medium Some Personal data 
E-Commerce database  
↔ GoodyearDup database 
High High Some Car part data 
E-Commerce database  
↔ GoodyearSem database 
Low High Some Car part data 
E-Commerce database  
↔ GoodyearSem2 database 
High (partial) High Some Car part data 
E-Commerce database  
↔ GoodyearQuality database 
High High Much Car part data 
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4.4.3 Configuration 
 
The evaluation module and Map-IT contain several parameters. During exploitation several Map-
IT parameters can be optionally changed but as discussed earlier most default parameter values 
will be used in each experiment. Some parameters (discussed in next section) will be changed to 
switch certain components off during the experiments. This is done to compare results and not for 
tuning purposes. 
 
Map-IT parameter Value Class variable of Set in class 
TopNumber 10    (default) MainMapper Evaluation 
FromPercentage 0.55 (default) MainMapper Evaluation 
NameSim 0.9   (default) SchemaCombiner SchemaCombiner 
InstancedataUpdatable True (default) GIS Evaluation 
NbrInstancePerConcept 200  (default) GIS GIS 
NbrInstanceToUpdate 12    (default) GIS GIS 
CombineThreshold 0.7   (default) TransitiveCombiner TransitiveCombiner 
MaxData 1000(default) Converter1 Converter1 
Validator1Enable True (default) MainMapper Evaluation 
Weight 0.5   (default) Validator1 Evaluation 
Validator2Enable True (default) MainMapper Evaluation 
Weight 1.5   (default) Validator2 Evaluation 
Validator3Enable True (default) MainMapper Evaluation 
Weight 1.5   (default) Validator3 Evaluation 
Validator4Enable True (default) MainMapper Evaluation 
Weight 1.5   (default) Validator4 Evaluation 
Evaluation parameter    
NumberOfRuns 1 Evaluation Evaluation 
Correct matches See Appendix C Evaluation Evaluation 
Validator4 features    
Use pattern recognition True (default) Validator4 Validator4 
Use unsuitable attributes 
exclusion 
True (default) Validator4 Validator4 
 
TopNumber has default value 10, which means that maximal 10 matches, with the highest 
similarity score, for each attribute will be presented to the user or evaluation module. 
 
FromPercentage has default value 0.55, which means that only matches that have a equal or 
higher similarity score then 0.55 are allowed to be presented to the user or evaluation module. 
FromPercentage is also used as threshold for using Validator3 and Validator4 judgments, section 
3.4.2 explains the reason. 
 
NameSim has default value 0.9, which is used as a threshold for creating combinations between 
attributes and GIS concepts. A initial validation is done based on attribute name similarity, if the 
name and data type correspond a (indirect) combination will be made with the corresponding GIS 
concept else a direct combination is created.   
 
InstancedataUpdatable has is default True, which means that the GIS is allowed to use data from 
the databases for training purposes (can be set to false if the data may not be duplicated e.g. in 
case of confidential data in a bad protected environment). 
 
NbrInstancePerConcept has default value 200, which means that maximum 200 data instances 
are stored per GIS concept.  
  
NbrInstanceToUpdate has default value 12, which denotes the number of instances that are 
updated per GIS concept. This takes place when the GIS learns from accepted schema 
combinations.   
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CombineThreshold has default value 0.7, which denotes that a minimal similarity score of 0.7 
between attributes and GIS concepts is required before (transitive) creating a match. 
 
The MaxData parameter denotes the amount of instance data used in the computation of the 
instance based similarity value. This occurs within Converter1 which is responsible for converting 
a database accessed by OLEDB to the internal Graph representation. 
 
With the ValidatorEnable parameter each validator can be enables or disabled. 
 
The Weight parameter for each validator object denotes its respective initial weight to be used in 
the Prediction aggregator (see section 1.4.2) to derive final similarity score for every match by 
calculating a weighted average. 
 
The NumberOfRuns denotes the number of schema matching iterations should be executed for 
each database combination. This is usually used to evaluate learning capabilities. 
 
Correct matches denote the correct matches between two specific databases, which are required 
by the evaluation module to automatically perform performance calculations. 
 
Use pattern recognition denotes if Validator4 uses this feature. 
 
Use unsuitable attributes exclusion denotes if Validator4 uses this feature. 
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4.5 Experiments 
 
Experiments # 1.1 & 1.2 – No extensional overlap scenario 
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ PDA database  
Motivation Measure performance in a scenario where there is a high semantic overlap but no extensional 
overlap present. 
Semantic overlap High, contains 39 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 5 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap. Complex global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap None 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 1.1 Validator4 is disabled 
In experiment # 1.2 Validator4 is enabled (default) 
 
 
Results 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 1.2 Validator4 is enabled but does not suggest any match (also no records linked 
are made during the search). 
 
Conclusions 
 
Validator4 does not improve or influence the performance in this scenario. No performance 
improvements where expected because there is no extensional overlap between the databases 
on which Validator4 relies. Therefore this experiment has a positive outcome because Validator4 
did not come with any incorrect match suggestion (FalsePositives). 
 
 
 Experiment # 1.1 Experiment # 1.2 
TruePositives 19 19 
FalsePositives 10 10 
FalseNegatives 20 20 
Precision 0.655 0.655 
Recall 0.487 0.487 
Overall 0.231 0.231 
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Experiments # 2.1 & 2.2 – Medium extensional overlap scenario 
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ PDAdup database  
Motivation Measure performance in a scenario where there is a high semantic overlap and medium 
extensional overlap present. 
Semantic overlap High, Contains 39 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 5 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap. Complex global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap Medium, information of 10 specific persons is available in both databases (divided over multiple 
tables in the E-Commerce database) 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 2.1 Validator4 is disabled 
In experiment # 2.2 Validator4 is enabled (default) 
 
 
Results  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 2.2 Validator4 is enabled and suggests the following matches: 
({[Address].[First name],[Address].[Last name]}, [administrators].[name]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Home number], [dealers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 
([Address].[Zip code], [dealers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Address], [administrators].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Email], [administrators].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [administrators].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[First name], [supplier_users].[firstname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.735 
([Address].[Home number], [dealer_users].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.735 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[street_adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[street_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Fax], [suppliers].[faxnumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [suppliers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[street_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[del_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 
([Address].[Email], [dealers].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Last name], [administrators].[loginname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 (incorrect suggested match) 
 
 Experiment # 2.1 Experiment # 2.2 
TruePositives 19 23 
FalsePositives 10 10 
FalseNegatives 20 16 
Precision 0.655 0.697 
Recall 0.487 0.590 
Overall 0.231 0.333 
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Validator4 suggested twenty-one matches, of which twenty are correct. One incorrect match for 
which Validator4 assigned similarity 0.563 (because some people choose their last name as login 
name), but is not in the final match result because other validators rejected this match.  
 
Validator4 suggested one (out of five) complex substring matches. The reason that the other 
substring matches are not found is that the similarity was below the threshold. The reason for this 
is that attributes ‘contactperson1’ and ‘contactperson2’ are both present in the same table and 
have a complex global cardinality. Records of the PDA database are linked to records in the 
specific table often according to duplicate company name, email address or phone number of the 
E-Commerce database but too less duplicates are found between the values of ‘contactperson1’ 
and ‘contactperson2’ attributes which results in a similarity score that is below the threshold. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Validator4 also finds trivial matches with a simple local cardinality for which instance data is equal 
in both databases. This is a nice effect of the solution that should be appreciated because the 
positive effect on the performance. 
 
Validator4 cannot cope very well with matching with schema attributes structures like 
‘contactperson1’ and ‘contactperson2’ that are in the same table and have a global complex 
cardinality. This schema structure implies a poor and inflexible database design however it is 
likely that in practice these kind of structures would occur more frequently. In spite of this 
Validator4 improves the overall performance substantially with 10% in this scenario by suggesting 
four extra TruePositives,.  
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Experiments # 3.1 & 3.2 – Low semantic overlap scenario 
 
 
Inputted databases: E-CommerceSem database ↔ PDAsem database  
Motivation Measure performance in a scenario where there is a low semantic overlap and medium 
extensional overlap present. 
Semantic overlap Low, contains 3 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 1 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap. The PDAsem database contains only 4 
attributes that semantically correspond with the E-Commerce database. Only 1:1 global 
cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap Medium, information of 4 specific persons is available in both databases 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 3.1 Validator4 is disabled 
In experiment # 3.2 Validator4 is enabled (default) 
 
Results  
 
   Note: if the precision is 0.5 the overall metric is 0. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 3.2 Validator4 is enabled and suggests the following matches: 
({[Address].[First name],[Address].[Last name]}, [administrators].[name]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Email], [administrators].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [administrators].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Last name], [administrators].[loginname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.5625  (incorrect suggested match) 
 
Validator4 suggested four matches, of which three are correct. As in experiment 2.2 one incorrect 
match for which Validator4 assigned similarity 0.563 (because some people choose their last 
name as login name), but is not in the final match result because other validators rejected this 
match.  
 
Conclusions 
 
By suggesting two extra TruePositives, Validator4 improves the overall performance greatly with 
67% with in this scenario, in spite of the low semantic overlap present.  
 
In this situation Validator4 suggested one incorrect match but it can be seen as a coincidence 
that so many people chose their last name as login name, it is likely that in most scenarios more 
then half of the people choose another login name as their last name. 
 Experiment # 3.1 Experiment # 3.2 
TruePositives 1 3 
FalsePositives 1 1 
FalseNegatives 2 0 
Precision 0.500 0.75 
Recall 0.333 1 
Overall 0 0.667 
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Experiments # 4.1 & 4.2 – Out-domain, high extensional overlap scenario 
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ GoodyearDup database  
Motivation Measure performance in a scenario from the car part (out-)domain where there is a high 
semantic overlap and high extensional overlap present. 
Semantic overlap High, contains 10 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 1 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap. Only 1:1 global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap High, information of ~250 specific tires is available in both databases 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 4.1 Validator4 is disabled 
In experiment # 4.2 Validator4 is enabled (default) 
 
 
Results  
 
 
  Experiment # 4.1 Experiment # 4.2 
TruePositives 1 2 
FalsePositives 3 3 
FalseNegatives 9 8 
Precision 0.250 0.400 
Recall 0.100 0.200 
Overall n/a n/a 
Note: Because the precision is below 0.5 the overall metric is not applicable (see section 4.2). 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 4.2 Validator4 is enabled and suggests the following matches: 
([producten].[Band],{[products].[tire_lisi],[products].[tire_size], [products].[tire_type]}) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([producten].[Leveranciers artikel code], [products].[product_code]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
 
Validator4 suggested two matches which are both correct. Some matches are missing because 
they contain numeric attributes.  
 
Matches ([productgroups].[name], [producten].[Artikelgroep]) and ([brands].[name], [producten].[Merk]) are also 
missing because the record linkage technique failed. The reason for this is that table [producten] is 
not normalized it contains only many repeating productgroup and brand data values. In this 
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scenario record links should be made between the [productgroups] and [producten] tables which would 
result in a 1:* record link cardinality because a single productgroup record from the [productgroups] 
table would be linked to many records from the [producten] table. The same counts for brands. 
 
Validator4 suggested the complex substring match that was present. 
 
Conclusions 
 
By suggesting one extra TruePositive, Validator4 improves the precision substantially with 15% 
and the recall with 10% in this out-domain scenario; during testing and tuning the solution no 
product data is used. 
 
Attributes with a numeric data type are not supported by this implementation, see 
recommendation 4. 
 
The implemented record linkage technique misses links between tables in which one of the tables 
contains not-normalized attribute(s). In this case the table was not normalized because some 
attributes contained frequently repeating data values. Recommendation 2 suggests a solution for 
this problem. If the not normalized attribute(s) would also contain duplicate data values that are 
not repeated (in this case various other brands and productgroups with only a few occurrences) 
this problem would probably not occur. 
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Experiments # 5.1 & 5.2 – Out-domain, low semantic overlap scenario 
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ GoodyearSem database  
Motivation Measure performance in a scenario where there is a low semantic overlap and high extensional 
overlap present. 
Semantic overlap Low, contains 5 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 1 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap. Only 1:1 global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap High, information of ~250 specific tires is available in both databases 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 5.1 Validator4 is disabled 
In experiment # 5.2 Validator4 is enabled (default) 
 
Results 
 
 
 Experiment # 5.1 Experiment # 5.2 
TruePositives 1 2 
FalsePositives 3 3 
FalseNegatives 4 3 
Precision 0.250 0.400 
Recall 0.200 0.400 
Overall n/a n/a 
Note: Because the precision is below 0.5 the overall metric is not applicable. 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 5.2 Validator4 is enabled and suggests the following matches: 
([producten].[Band],{[products].[tire_lisi],[products].[tire_size],[products].[tire_type]}) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([producten].[Leveranciers artikel code],[products].[product_code]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
 
As in experiment # 4.2 Validator4 suggested two matches which are both correct and some 
matches are missing because they contain numeric attributes. Also the complex substring match 
that was present is found. 
 
In this scenario it was expected that the record linkage technique did not work by lack of unique 
substrings. Even though six record links have been made according to product codes and 
uncommon tire sizes and lisi values.  
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Conclusions 
 
By suggesting one extra TruePositive, Validator4 improves the precision substantially with 15% 
and the recall with 20%, in spite of the low semantic overlap present and that during developing 
the solution no product data is used. The record linkage technique performed sufficient through 
the presence of some uncommon tire features. 
 
In case these uncommon tire features were not present the record linkage technique would have 
failed and Validator4 would not have suggested any match. This problem is also addressed 
earlier in experiment # 4.2 and recommendation 2. 
 
Besides findings of this experiment, if we look at the possible scenario in the tables below, where 
the record linkage mechanism incorrectly links two records. This can be caused by the presence 
of rare duplicate keywords (in this case duplicate tire features), but that happen to identify a 
specific entity incorrectly. In this situation expectations are that despite the incorrect record links 
Validator4 can still produce some correct matches only for the attributes that share duplicate 
features. The made record links are only used inside Validator4 and are not outputted by the 
schema matcher. The following tables show an example of two incorrect linked records that still 
produce a correct match:   
 
 
Accompanying (incorrect) linked record from DB2 table [Products] 
product_code brand supplier name tire_size tire_type tire_lisi … (more attributes) 
446655 68 32 Eagle Ultra Grip GW-3 165/70 R14 85T  
 
 
([producten].[Band], {[products].[tire_lisi],[products].[tire_size], [products].[tire_type]}) 
 
Note that semantically correct matches between concepts product code and product name are 
missing.
Example linked record from DB1 table [producten] 
Art. code Artikelgroep Merk Leverancier Artikelomschrijving Band 
511375 Banden-Winter Goodyear Goodyear Dunlop 
Tires Nederland BV 
Ultra Grip 6 XL 165/70/R14/85T 
Suggest match 
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Experiments # 6.1 & 6.2 – Out-domain, partial low semantic overlap scenario 
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ GoodyearSem2 database  
Motivation Measure performance in a scenario where there is a partial semantic overlap and high 
extensional overlap present.  
Semantic overlap High, contains 10 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 1 
substring matches. Match (name, {size, type, lisi}) has a partial semantic overlap, because the 
tire series misses in the GoodyearSem2 database. Only 1:1 global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap High, information of ~250 specific tires is available in both databases 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 6.1 Validator4 is disabled 
In experiment # 6.2 Validator4 is enabled (default) 
 
 Results 
 
 Experiment # 6.1 Experiment # 6.2 
TruePositives 1 2 
FalsePositives 3 3 
FalseNegatives 9 8 
Precision 0.250 0.400 
Recall 0.100 0.200 
Overall n/a n/a 
Note: Because the precision is below 0.5 the overall metric is not applicable. 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 6.2 Validator4 is enabled and suggests the following matches: 
([producten].[Band],{[products].[tire_lisi],[products].[tire_size],[products].[tire_type]}) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([producten].[Leveranciers artikel code],[products].[product_code]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
 
Validator4 suggested two matches which are both correct. Also the complex substring match that 
was found. The difference with experiment # 4.1 and 4.2 was that the complex match had a 
partial semantic overlap in this scenario.  
 
Conclusions 
 
By suggesting one extra TruePositive, Validator4 improves the precision substantially with 15% 
and the recall with 10%. In this scenario the performance is equal to experiment # 4.2 where a full 
semantic overlap was present. 
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Experiments # 7.1 & 7.2 – Out-domain, dirty data scenario 
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ GoodyearQuality database  
Motivation Measure performance in a scenario where there is a high semantic overlap and high 
extensional overlap but quite some dirty data present. 
Semantic overlap High, contains 10 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 1 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap (when intended semantics are followed and dirty 
data is ignored). Only 1:1 global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap High, information of ~250 specific tires is available in both databases 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 7.1 Validator4 is disabled 
In experiment # 7.2 Validator4 is enabled (default) 
 
Results 
 
 
 Experiment # 7.1 Experiment # 7.2 
TruePositives 1 2 
FalsePositives 3 3 
FalseNegatives 9 8 
Precision 0.250 0.400 
Recall 0.100 0.200 
Overall n/a n/a 
Note: Because the precision is below 0.5 the overall metric is not applicable. 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 7.2 Validator4 is enabled and suggests the following matches: 
([producten].[Band],{[products].[tire_lisi],[products].[tire_size],[products].[tire_type]}) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([producten].[Leveranciers artikel code],[products].[product_code]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
 
Validator4 suggested two matches which are both correct. Also the complex substring match that 
was found. The difference with experiment # 4.1 and 4.2 was that ~20% of the data values are 
randomly swapped between the ‘size’, ‘type’ and ‘lisi’ attributes to create a low data quality 
scenario. The reason that the similarity score is 1, even with 20% dirty data, is that in a complex 
match the attribute order is meaningless; it is the transformation functions that are affected by the 
swapping of data values but these are equalized while clustering them to matches. 20% of the 
transformation functions show an abnormality caused by the dirty data but this does not affect the 
performance. 
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Conclusions 
 
By suggesting one extra TruePositive, Validator4 improves the precision substantially with 15% 
and the recall with 10%. In this scenario the performance is equal to experiment # 4.2 where a full 
semantic overlap was present.  
 
Validator4 is insensitive for swapped dirty data as long the data is filled in attributes that are 
included in the correct match. In other dirty data scenarios (see recommendation 9) it is expected 
that Validator4 will be insensitive for other kinds of dirty data as long the amount of clean data 
exceeds the dirty data in a way that the similarity will be above the threshold. 
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Experiments # 8.1 & 8.2 – Learning capabilities  
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ PDA database  
Motivation Measure if Map-IT learns from previous complex matches in a scenario where there is a high 
semantic overlap and medium extensional overlap present. 
Semantic overlap High, Contains 39 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 5 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap. Complex global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap None 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 8.1 GIS learning is disabled 
In experiment # 8.2 GIS learning is enabled (default) 
 
Both experiments are started with an empty GIS and then sequentially repeated for ten times (runs) 
 
 
Results 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Experiment # 8.1 Experiment # 8.2 
 Runs # 1..5 
(same results) 
Run # 1 Run # 2 Run # 3 Run # 4 Run # 5 
TruePositives 19 19 32 29 29 29 
FalsePositives 10 10 15 1 0 0 
FalseNegatives 20 20 7 10 10 10 
Precision 0.655 0.655 0.681 0.967 1.000 1.000 
Recall 0.487 0.487 0.821 0.744 0.744 0.744 
Overall 0.231 0.231 0.436 0.718 0.744 0.744 
 
Validator4 outputs the same results as in experiment # 1.2 for each run because it used the same 
databases and Validator4 itself does not use any kind of machine learning.  
 
Experiment # 8.1 shows the same performance for each run because GIS learning is disabled, 
the system ignores provided feedback and thereby does not learn from previous matches. In 
experiment # 8.2 GIS learning is enabled and this improves the performance greatly. The overall 
performance, precision and recall stabilizes after three runs, in the experiment ten runs are done 
to verify this but only five runs are shown in the figure and table. A recall from 1.000 is not met 
because of the E-Commerce databases contains ambiguous attribute names. This problem is 
addressed in earlier thesis [2]. Recommendation 8 would also solve the problem in this particular 
case because in this experiment for multiple runs are done with exactly the same schemas. 
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Complex substring match ({[Address].[First name],[Address].[Last name]}, [administrators].[name]) is not found 
during the first run due to lack of extensional overlap. In experiment # 8.2 during the second run, 
the system has the ability to learn from provided feedback on correctness of suggested and 
missing matches. After the first run the system learned and suggests complex substring match 
({[Address].[First name],[Address].[Last name]}, [administrators].[name]) in the second run.  
 
The GIS ambiguous attribute names problem is also responsible for the fact that four other 
correct complex substring matches are not suggested in any run.  
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Map-IT has the ability to learn from passed complex matches but the problem with ambiguous 
attribute names, addressed in an earlier thesis, also applies for complex matches. If the attributes 
involved in the complex (substring) matches were not ambiguously used in the E-Commerce 
database it is expected that all complex matches would be suggested after the second run. 
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Experiments # 9.1 & 9.2 – Pattern recognition feature  
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ PDAdup database  
Motivation Measure if Validator4 performs better with built-in pattern recognition feature in a scenario where 
there is a high semantic overlap and medium extensional overlap present. 
Semantic overlap High, Contains 39 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 5 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap. Complex global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap Medium, information of 10 specific persons is available in both databases (divided over multiple 
tables in the E-Commerce database) 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 9.1 the pattern recognition feature is disabled 
In experiment # 9.2 the pattern recognition feature is enabled (default) 
 
 
 Results 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 9.1 Validator4 its pattern recognition feature is disabled and suggests the 
following matches: 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY =1 
([Address].[Home number], [dealers].[faxnumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [dealers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [dealers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[street_adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[street_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Email], [suppliers].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Fax], [suppliers].[faxnumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [suppliers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[street_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[del_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.5625 
([Address].[Email], [dealers].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.5625 
([Address].[Fax], [dealers].[faxnumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.5625 
([Address].[Company], [dealers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.5625  (incorrect suggested match) 
([Address].[Fax], [dealers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.5625 (incorrect suggested match) 
([Address].[Fax], [suppliers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1  (incorrect suggested match) 
([Address].[Home number], [suppliers].[faxnumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 (incorrect suggested match) 
 
 Experiment # 9.1 Experiment # 9.2 
TruePositives 21 23 
FalsePositives 11 10 
FalseNegatives 18 16 
Precision 0.656 0.697 
Recall 0.538 0.590 
Overall 0.256 0.333 
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In experiment # 9.2 Validator4 its pattern recognition feature is enabled and suggests the 
following matches: 
({[Address].[First name],[Address].[Last name]}, [administrators].[name]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Home number], [dealers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 
([Address].[Zip code], [dealers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Address], [administrators].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Email], [administrators].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [administrators].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[First name], [supplier_users].[firstname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.735 
([Address].[Home number], [dealer_users].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.735 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[street_adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[street_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Fax], [suppliers].[faxnumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [suppliers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[street_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[del_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 
([Address].[Email], [dealers].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Last name], [administrators].[loginname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 (incorrect suggested match) 
 
Validator4 suggested, with the pattern recognition feature disabled, three less correct matches 
and three more incorrect matches compared to the experiment where the pattern recognition 
feature enabled. This is caused by less cleaner record linkage. In three suggested matches the 
area code of the fax and telephone numbers are matched on each other which is caused by 
equal area codes of the fax and telephone numbers. In the other suggested match the company 
name is matched on a city name. This is caused by the fact that some companies have a city 
name in their company name.  
  
The impact of this less correct Validator4 output is that Map-IT suggests two less correct matches 
(TruePositives) and one more incorrect match (FalsePositives). 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Validator4 its pattern recognition feature improves the match performance. A disadvantage of the 
feature is some domain knowledge has to be pre-specified and that the patterns are domain 
depended which does not improve the application generics. Even through with the feature 
disabled (or no patterns defined), Validator4 still has a positive effect on the performance. 
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Experiments # 10.1 & 10.2 – Unsuitable attributes exclusion feature  
 
 
Inputted databases: E-Commerce database ↔ PDAling database  
Motivation Measure if Validator4 performs better with built-in unsuitable attributes exclusion feature in a 
scenario where there is a high semantic overlap and medium extensional overlap present in 
combination with the fact that both databases contains non-overlapping attributes with linguistic 
data. 
Semantic overlap High, Contains 39 correct matches (specified in Appendix C: Correct mappings), from which 5 
substring matches with a full semantic overlap. Complex global cardinality present. 
Extensional overlap Medium, information of 10 specific persons is available in both databases 
Manipulated 
parameters 
In experiment # 10.1 the unsuitable attributes exclusion feature is disabled 
In experiment # 10.2 the unsuitable attributes exclusion feature is enabled (default) 
 
 
 Results 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Validator4 output 
 
In experiment # 10.1 Validator4 its unsuitable attributes exclusion feature is disabled and 
suggests the following matches: 
({[Address].[First name],[Address].[Last name]}, [administrators].[name]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Home number], [dealers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 
([Address].[Zip code], [dealers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Address], [administrators].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Email], [administrators].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [administrators].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[First name], [supplier_users].[firstname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.735 
([Address].[Home number], [dealer_users].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.735 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[street_adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[street_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Fax], [suppliers].[faxnumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [suppliers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[street_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[del_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 
([Address].[Email], [dealers].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Last name], [administrators].[loginname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 (incorrect suggested match) 
 Experiment # 10.1 Experiment # 10 
TruePositives 23 23 
FalsePositives 13 10 
FalseNegatives 16 16 
Precision 0.639 0.697 
Recall 0.590 0.590 
Overall 0.256 0.333 
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([Address].[Linguistic1], [suppliers].[profile]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.672  (incorrect suggested match) 
([Address].[Linguistic2], [suppliers].[profile]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.746  (incorrect suggested match) 
([Address].[Linguistic2], [suppliers].[condition]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.562 (incorrect suggested match) 
 
In experiment # 10.2 Validator4 its unsuitable attributes exclusion feature is enabled and 
suggests the following matches: 
({[Address].[First name],[Address].[Last name]}, [administrators].[name]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Home number], [dealers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 
([Address].[Zip code], [dealers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Address], [administrators].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Email], [administrators].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [administrators].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[First name], [supplier_users].[firstname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.735 
([Address].[Home number], [dealer_users].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.735 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Address], [suppliers].[street_adres]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [suppliers].[street_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Fax], [suppliers].[faxnumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Home number], [suppliers].[telephonenumber]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[city_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[Zip code], [suppliers].[street_zipcode]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=1 
([Address].[City], [dealers].[del_city]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 
([Address].[Email], [dealers].[email]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.766 
([Address].[Last name], [administrators].[loginname]) VAL4_SIMILARITY=0.563 (incorrect suggested match) 
 
Validator4 suggested, with the unsuitable attributes exclusion feature disabled, three more 
incorrect matches compared to the experiment where the feature is enabled. This is cased by 
duplicate stop words between linked records. All the attributes involved in these incorrect 
matches are excluded by the unsuitable attributes exclusion feature in experiment # 10.2.  
 
The impact of this less correct Validator4 output is that Map-IT also suggests three more incorrect 
matches (FalsePositives). 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Validator4 its unsuitable attributes exclusion feature improves the match performance by giving 
less incorrect matches. A disadvantage of the feature is that Validator4 does not exploit attributes 
that contain linguistic sentences for record linkage and generating matches. The exclusion of 
linguistic attributes has also a positive effect on the quality of transformation functions, but this is 
left out of scope in the evaluation. 
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4.6 Evaluation conclusions 
 
In this section conclusions from the experiments are summarized. References to 
recommendations that resulted from problems addressed are left out of the conclusion summary 
and mentioned in the experiment sections. 
 
Metric results from experiments are summarized in the tables below; the values show the 
differences between experiment # x.1 and x.2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Because the precision is below 0.5 the overall metric is not applicable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Improvement in  
Exp. # 1.1 and 1.2 
Improvement in  
Exp. # 2.1 and 2.2 
Improvement in  
Exp. # 3.1 and 3.2 
Scenario High semantic overlap 
No extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
High semantic overlap 
Medium extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
Low semantic overlap 
Medium extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
TruePositives 0 +4 +2 
FalsePositives 0 0 0 
FalseNegatives 0 - 4 - 2 
Precision 0% +4% + 25% 
Recall 0% +10% + 77% 
Overall 0% +10% + 67% 
 Improvement in  
Exp. # 4.1 and 4.2 
Improvement in  
Exp. # 5.1 and 5.2 
Improvement in  
Exp. # 6.1 and 6.2 
Improvement in  
Exp. # 7.1 and 7.2 
Scenario Out-domain 
High semantic overlap 
High extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
Out-domain 
Low semantic overlap 
High extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
Out-domain 
High (partial) semantic overlap 
High extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
Out-domain 
High semantic overlap 
High extensional overlap 
Much dirty data 
TruePositives +1 +1 +1 +1 
FalsePositives 0 0 0 0 
FalseNegatives - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
Precision + 15% + 15% + 15% + 15% 
Recall + 10% + 20% + 10% + 10% 
Overall n/a n/a n/a n/a 
 Improvement in  
Exp. # 8.1 and 8.2 
Scenario Test ability to learn from previous complex matches with 
High semantic overlap 
High extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
 Run # 1 Run # 2 Run # 3 Run # 4 Run # 5 
TruePositives 0 +13 +10 +10 +10 
FalsePositives 0 +5 - 9 - 10 - 10 
FalseNegatives 0 - 13 - 10 - 10 - 10 
Precision 0% +3% +31% +34% +34% 
Recall 0% +33% +26% +26% +26% 
Overall 0% +21% +49% +51% +51% 
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Cells in above tables with a green background color show values that have a positive effect and 
red a negative contribution to the solution performance.  
 
In none of the experiments a FalsePositive is produced because of Validator4. In experiment # 
8.2 run 2, an extra five FalsePositives are produced by the system because the GIS cannot cope 
very well with ambiguous attribute names that are present in the E-Commerce database. This 
problem is already addressed in an earlier thesis [2]. 
 
Experiments # 2.1 until 6.2 show that if an extensional overlap is present the overall performance 
increases substantially with an average of ~ 25%. As expected Validator4 suggests no matches if 
there is no extensional overlap. In scenarios with a high, medium, low or partial semantic overlap 
Validator4 is able to find matches as long for some overlapping entities high identifying duplicates 
are present for linking records. In the out-domain experiments the precision and recall is 
increased because the one and only nontrivial substring match present is found. Also the 
presence of quite some dirty data does not prevent Validator4 from finding this nontrivial match.  
 
Besides the (nontrivial) complex matches, Validator4 also finds trivial matches with a simple local 
cardinality which also has a positive effect on the performance. Also in out-domain experiments 
the performance is increased substantially which is positive for the generic applicability of the 
solution in other domains. If domain specific patterns are defined the pattern recognition feature 
has the potential to boost the performance even more in other domains. 
 
Validator4 cannot cope very well with matching with schema attributes which have a have a 
complex global cardinality and for which the involved attributes are in the same table. Despite this 
structure implies a (not normalized) poor and inflexible database design; it is likely that in practice 
this kind of structures would occur more frequently. 
 
Validator4 is quite insensitive for ambiguous duplicates because they only cause incorrect 
matches if these duplicates are found consistently in the same attributes of a great number of 
linked records.  
 
The implemented record linkage technique tackles structural schema unalignment in some cases 
but cannot link any records between tables in case one of the tables contains not normalized (to a 
separate table) attribute(s) with only frequently repeating data values. In this case no candidate 
duplicates are available for linking records. This kind of matches show mixed properties of the 
substring - and schema mismatch category. 
 
In case the record linkage mechanism creates incorrect record links between related tables 
Validator4 still produces some correct matches between attributes that share duplicate features. 
This is explained in experiment # 5. 
 
 
 
 
 Improvement in  
Exp. # 9.1 and 9.2 
Improvement in  
Exp. # 10.1 and 10.2 
Scenario Test pattern recognition 
feature with: 
High semantic overlap 
High extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
Test unsuitable attributes 
exclusion feature with: 
High semantic overlap 
Medium extensional overlap 
Some dirty data 
TruePositives +2 0 
FalsePositives - 1 - 3 
FalseNegatives - 2 0 
Precision +4% + 6% 
Recall +5% 0% 
Overall +8% +8% 
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In spite of the use of out-domain databases in the evaluation it cannot be assumed that 
validators4 its fixed parameter values function properly in for all real-world scenarios. 
Recommendation 1 suggests a solution which adapts the parameters values dynamically to the 
environment. 
  
The two evaluated internal features show a positive contribution to Validator4. Also the system is 
able to learn from approved previous complex matches. 
 
 
Comparison of Validator3 and Validator4   
 
Valdidator3 also exploits instance data duplicates. Besides the fact that Validator3 cannot 
suggest complex matches, it misses some correct matches in scenarios with a low or medium 
extensional overlap, which Validator4 does suggests. This is caused by the similarity score 
calculation that is used in Validator3 which is increased with a fixed amount for each duplicate 
that is found and that Validator3’s approach assumes that repeating data values have a lower 
weight, which ignores the fact that in not-normalized databases usually have lots of repeating 
data values. 
 
Also Validator3 does not find duplicates in most scenarios where a partial semantic overlap exist. 
This is because the string similarity cosine measure gives a low similarity score comparing 
instance data values with partial semantic overlap e.g. “Joris Visser” with “Dhr. Ing. Joris Visser”. 
  
A advantage of Validator3 is that is has a approximate duplicate search that can matching 
duplicates which contain type errors e.g. “Joris Viser” with “Joris Visser”  or singular with plural 
forms e.g. “Car tire” with “Car tires”. 
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5 Conclusions 
 
The problem of finding nontrivial matches between relational databases was more diverse and 
complicated then expected due to various match problems. One of the goals was to list and 
analyze what kind of nontrivial matches exist in available databases. In the thesis various match 
problems are addressed with multiple examples and categorized according to similarities in the 
correlation between the attribute semantics. Also the freedom and variety of database modeling 
(see section 2.1) complicates the schema matching problem. Solutions found in the research 
area cover these problems very limited and some problem categories are not even addressed. 
After the problem analyses a solution is developed for the substring category. Other match 
categories are pointed-out and described which gives a “stepping stone” for future projects. The 
division of the nontrivial match problem in various sub-problems implies the necessity of a multi-
strategy approach which is now also supported by the Map-IT framework for complex matches.  
 
From evaluation of the substring solution turned out that, in various experiments done with real-
world scenarios, it contributed substantially to a better performance of the schema matching 
prototype. Overall can be concluded that exploiting duplicates in instance data is a good 
approach for finding substring matches. This by suggesting nontrivial complex matches but also 
by simple matches that Validator3 missed. Furthermore Validator3 is not able to suggest complex 
match and matches that have a partial semantic overlap. On the other hand Validator4 
(implementation of the substring solution) requires duplicates that match literally and supports no 
fuzzy matching. Other found shortcomings of Validator4 are discussed in the evaluation and 
recommendation section. 
 
As in earlier thesis’s the focus was on developing solutions for normalized relational databases 
and other relational database modeling techniques like the Entity-Attribute-Value model and 
various techniques to translate XML to a relational database are ignored. In spite of this 
recommendation 10 describes a method that allows the prototype to perform schema matching 
with this other modeled databases in some cases. 
 
The application speed performance constraint is met, because the runtime of Validator4 is below 
one minute in all evaluation experiments, even with the quite large E-Commerce database. Also 
the user-feedback required is limited; as in the previous prototype the user can optionally approve 
or disapprove matches suggested by the schema matching prototype. 
 
During the project the existing schema matcher is extended with the possibility to suggest and 
learn from feedback on suggested complex matches. Now the framework is able to handle 
complex matches new validators, that are also able to produce complex match suggestions, can 
be plugged-in quite easily.  
 
In spite of current positive results during evaluation various recommendations are made that have 
the potential to improve the performance of the solution even more. Overall can be concluded 
that the chosen innovating approach, which not only uses transformation functions for explaining 
the semantic correlation in the match result but also for finding matches, is promising and might 
also be used solving other problem categories, e.g. the arithmetic relationships category. More 
detailed conclusions about the substring solution can be found in section 4.  
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6 Recommendations 
 
 
Substring solution recommendations 
 
 
Recommendation 1: Machine learning for parameter tuning 
 
Validator4 its record linkage approach introduced several parameters (see section 3.4.2). In the 
current implementation these parameter values are fixed. To improve the record linkage machine 
it might be possible to use learning techniques that these parameter values dynamically adapt to 
the domain surroundings. This could result in a better and more context aware system.  
 
 
Recommendation 2: Improve 1:* record linkage  
 
Because of the constraint used for record linkage the technique currently fails in case one of the 
database contains not normalized (to a separate table) attribute(s) with only frequently repeating 
data values. By this problem 1:* record links are missed. A solution for this problem is desirable 
because it can produce some extra missed correct matches. It might be solved by changing the 
records linkage constraints if the specific scenario is detected.  
 
 
Recommendation 3: Suggest multi-table matches 
 
In some match examples more then one tables from a database are involved, lets call these 
multi-table matches, e.g. in match Example # 12 
(Products.Product_Name,{TWidths.Tyre_Width,TSeries.Tyre_Serie,TSizes.Tyre_Size,TLoads.Tyre_Load}) attributes 
from four tables of DB2 are involved. Multi-table matches are not suggested because the current 
solution is no structural matcher and only searches for duplicates between one table from DB1 
and one table from DB2. The problem might be solved by automatically create data views by 
reading-out the internal database relations and use these views for linking records and generate 
matches. This also requires a automatic translation from the (temporary) view to the original 
attributes.  
 
The multi-table match problem can be avoided if the user of the schema matching creates a 
single data view manually and gives this as input to the schema matcher (in stead of whole 
databases), but this requires unwanted special methodologies from users. This methodology is 
also described in recommendation 10. 
 
 
Recommendation 4: Include attributes with numeric data type 
 
Substring match for which a involved attribute(s) has a numeric data type are currently not 
suggested. These attributes are intentionally excluded because expectations are that they bring a 
lot of ambiguous data values, e.g. it is quite likely that data value “110” has occurrences in 
product price and in order unit. However the implementation of including attributes with numeric 
data type is quite simple more research is required to solve the problems with ambiguous values 
because in the current approach this will decrease the performance due to suggestion of great 
numbers of incorrect matches. 
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Recommendation 5: Improved pattern recognition  
 
Real-world objects sometimes have various notations. It is desirable to be able to compare data 
values in a way that is insensitive for different notations, e.g. a telephone number can be denoted 
as “0492-561222” or as “0492561222”. Currently only equal notations are matched during record 
linkage. A solution may be to group several compatible patterns and store values in a standard 
format. 
 
 
Recommendation 6: Alternative approach on mining transformation functions for mappings 
 
As an alternative approach to the technique used in section 3.3 (step 3) a TOP approach could 
be used. The TOP approach first selects the most frequent transformation functions for each 
attribute and then derives matches.  
 
Also this in approach dependent transformation functions (inverses and from complex matches) 
need to be clustered and involved attributes need to be extracted so complete matches will arise.  
 
Expected is that this alternative approach is less sensitive for stop words and ambiguous words in 
sentences because that they normally have variating word indexes in the transformation functions 
and thereby they will be infrequent according to the transformation function count. The 
mechanism that excludes unsuitable attributes (with inconsistent linguistic instance data) can 
possibly be disabled. It is not clear if this alternative approach has a positive effect on the 
mapping performance and therefore it should be evaluated using experiments on a prototype to 
be able to compare results with the current approach. 
 
 
 
Map-IT recommendations 
 
Recommendation 7: Validators for other unsolved nontrivial match categories  
 
Besides the nontrivial substring matches many other categories are described. The schema 
matcher can be improved by creating validators for these unsolved categories. It is likely that 
these solutions can elaborate on the substring approach using record linkage and transformation 
functions for finding matches. 
 
 
Recommendation 8: Give match set from previous schemas  
 
Currently Map-IT is able to learn from user-feedback on suggested matches by using relations 
between GIS concept (see section 1.4.2). From the evaluation turned out that if the same two 
database schemas are repeatedly matched the performance improves but still not perfect. This is 
because the GIS approach is flexible and can apply user-feedback to other database schemas. 
An improvement can be made beside the GIS, on exploiting user-feedback in case the same two 
database schemas are used as input more then once. This improvement will assume that if two 
schemas are equal to two schemas that are previously mapped, the same (user approved) 
semantic matches apply. To determine if the schemas are equal, tables and attributes names, 
data types and their distribution can be compared (instance data is ignored in this approach). As 
effective implementation some kind of database schema “fingerprint” technique could be used 
e.g. a checksum algorithm. The approach should also be able to expand or correct existing 
semantic matches in the match set for future usage, if the user gives more complete or other 
user-feedback. Besides a better match performance is expected if the same two database 
schemas are matched, it also would give a much faster application speed performance because 
only the fingerprint technique is used and validators are skipped.  
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Recommendation 9: Comprehensive evaluation 
 
Do a more comprehensive evaluation which tests more diverse scenarios and dimensions e.g.: 
- evaluate Validator4 its quality of transformation functions separately 
- evaluate Validator4 its quality of record linkage separately 
- evaluate performance where more steps are made in the dimensions of semantic overlap 
extensional overlap and dirty data present 
- evaluate using databases from other domains  
- evaluate using more other variating schema designs e.g. for each specific normal form  
 
Doing this would give a more complete and founded judgment on the performance of the schema 
matcher. Also new shortcomings may be addressed for future improvements.  
 
Recommendation 10: Method for matching other database models 
 
This recommendation describes a method which allows the schema matching prototype to be 
used more generic for other relational database modeling techniques like the Entity-Attribute-
Value (EAV) model and various techniques to translate XML to a relational databases that are 
currently not supported. The table below shows an example EAV model table with instance data: 
 
Example EAV table 
Object_id Feature Value 
0 “Color” “Red” 
0 “Height” “1.5” 
1 “With” “3” 
1 “MaxSpeed” “225” 
1 “State” “New” 
2 “Height” “2.3” 
… (more records)   
 
From the example above can be concluded that the way a semantic matches expressed by the 
Map-IT framework are not applicable for these models because a specific attribute does not 
reflect a specific feature about real-world entities as this is done in the normal forms model. A so 
called pivot action [18] for attributes ‘Feature’ and ‘Value’ would create a (inflexible) table that fits 
the normal forms model: 
 
Pivoted example EAV table 
Object_id Color Height With MaxSpeed 
0 “Red” “1.5”   
1   “3” “225” 
1     
1     
1     
2  “2.3”   
… (more records)     
 
 
The above pivoted table can be used for schema matching with the current prototype because 
each attribute has a fixed semantic about a specific entity feature. The pivot action can be done 
by creating a data view using a common technique like SQL. The resulting view(s) can be given 
as input database for the schema matching and data integration. This method is very suitable as 
long no data has to be modified in the transformed database because normally data in a view 
cannot be updated directly. For example in creating a global view on several databases requires 
no data manipulation in inputted databases but a (bidirectional) database synchronization does. 
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Views can also be used to pre-select attributes that describe entities of the interest. By doing this 
before the schema matching phase the user is not bothered with correct semantic matches that 
are not used later in the data integration phase. Another positive effect of pre-selecting interesting 
attributes is that this reduces the solution space and usably also improves match performance. 
 
 
Recommendation 11: Use transformation functions in probabilistic databases 
 
Probabilistic databases [22] can cope with uncertainty and may store more then one possible 
world together with a probability. Possible worlds may arise during automatic integration of 
multiple databases when uncertain choices have to be made, e.g. is data value a or b correct? 
Due to unaligned schemas in a data integration scenario, data values might have to be splitted 
and stored in separate attributes e.g. data value “Klaas Jansen” from attribute ‘name’ has to be 
stored in attributes ‘Fname’ and ‘Lname’ in another database. Then the choice arises which part 
of “Klaas Jansen” is the first name and which is the last name. 
 
Step 4 in section 3.3 assigns transformation functions to elements of found matches. In the table 
below shows an example where Validator4 derived multiple alternative transformation functions 
for each schema element: 
 
Example Match ({[Address].[Fname],[Address].[Lname]}, [users].[fullname]) with similarity value of 93% 
Attribute Transformation function Score Ranking 
[DB1].[Address].[Lname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[1]; 85% 1 
[DB1].[Address].[Lname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[0]; 10% 2 
[Address].[Lname] 
[DB1].[Address].[Lname] = [DB2].[users].[fullname]; 5% 3 
[DB1].[Address].[Fname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[0]; 90% 1 [Address].[Fname] 
[DB1].[Address].[Fname] = ([DB2].[users].[fullname].Split(delimiters))[1]; 10% 2 
[DB2].[users].[fullname] = [DB1].[Address].[Fname] + ' ' + [Address].[Lname]; 85% 1 
[DB2].[users].[fullname] = [DB1].[Address].[Lname] + ' ' + [Address].[Fname]; 10% 2 
[users].[fullname] 
[DB2].[users].[fullname] = [Address].[Lname]; 5% 3 
 
Above transformation function scores originate from the partition of duplicates found in mapped 
databases and might be usable for assigning a probability for possible worlds in probabilistic 
databases. If and how the transformation function scores could be used properly requires 
additional research. 
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Appendix A: Map-IT framework 
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E-Commerce database 
GoodyearDup database 
& GoodyearSem2 database 
PDA database 
& PDAdup database PDAsem database
GoodyearSem database
PDAling database
Appendix B: Database schemas 
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Appendix C: Correct mappings 
 
Schema combinations E-Commerce database ↔ PDA database 
& E-Commerce database ↔ PDAdup database (equal schemas) 
& E-Commerce database ↔ PDAling database  
 
Correct complex substring matches: 
• ([administrators].[name], {[Address].[First Name],[Address].[Last Name]}) 
• ([dealers].[contactperson1], {[Address].[First Name], [Address].[Last Name]}) 
• ([dealers].[contactperson2], {[Address].[First Name], [Address].[Last Name]}) 
• ([suppliers].[contactperson1], {[Address].[First Name], [Address].[Last Name]}) 
• ([suppliers].[contactperson2], {[Address].[First Name], [Address].[Last Name]}) 
 
Other correct matches: 
• ([administrators].[adres], [Address].[Address]) 
• ([administrators].[zipcode], [Address].[Zip code]) 
• ([administrators].[email], [Address].[Email]) 
• ([administrators].[telephonenumber], [Address].[Home Number]) 
• ([administrators].[faxnumber], [Address].[Fax]) 
• ([dealers].[name], [Address].[Company]) 
• ([dealers].[deliveradres], [Address].[Address]) 
• ([dealers].[del_zipcode], [Address].[Zip code]) 
• ([dealers].[city_zipcode], [Address].[Zip code]) 
• ([dealers].[city], [Address].[City]) 
• ([dealers].[email], [Address].[Email]) 
• ([dealers].[telephonenumber], [Address].[Home Number]) 
• ([dealers].[faxnumber], [Address].[Fax]) 
• ([dealer_users].[firstname], [Address].[First Name]) 
• ([dealer_users].[lastname], [Address].[Last Name]) 
• ([dealer_users].[email], [Address].[Email]) 
• ([dealer_users].[telephonenumber], [Address].[Home Number]) 
• ([dealer_users].[faxnumber], [Address].[Fax]) 
• ([supplier_users].[firstname], [Address].[First Name]) 
• ([supplier_users].[lastname], [Address].[Last Name]) 
• ([supplier_users].[email], [Address].[Email]) 
• ([supplier_users].[telephonenumber], [Address].[Home Number]) 
• ([supplier_users].[faxnumber], [Address].[Fax]) 
• ([suppliers].[name], [Address].[Company]) 
• ([suppliers].[dealer_name], [Address].[Company]) 
• ([suppliers].[adres], [Address].[Address]) 
• ([suppliers].[street_adres], [Address].[Address]) 
• ([suppliers].[city_zipcode] , [Address].[Zip code]) 
• ([suppliers].[street_zipcode] , [Address].[Zip code]) 
• ([suppliers].[city], [Address].[City]) 
• ([suppliers].[street_city], [Address].[City]) 
• ([suppliers].[email], [Address].[Email]) 
• ([suppliers].[telephonenumber], [Address].[Home Number]) 
• ([suppliers].[faxnumber], [Address].[Fax]) 
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Schema combinations E-Commerce database ↔ PDAsem database 
 
Correct complex substring matches: 
• ([administrators].[name], {[Address].[First Name],[Address].[Last Name]}) 
 
Other correct matches: 
• ([administrators].[email], [Address].[Email]) 
• ([administrators].[telephonenumber], [Address].[Home Number]) 
 
 
Schema combinations E-Commerce database ↔ GoodyearDup database 
& E-Commerce database ↔ GoodyearSem2 
& E-Commerce database ↔ GoodyearQuality 
 
Correct complex substring matches: 
• ({[products].[tire_size],[products].[tire_type],[products].[tire_lisi]"}, [producten].[Band]); 
 
Other correct matches: 
• ([products].[product_code], [producten].[Leveranciers artikel code]) 
• ([productgroups].[name], [producten].[Artikelgroep]) 
• ([brands].[name], [producten].[Merk]) 
• ([suppliers].[name], [producten].[Leverancier]) 
• ([products].[name], [producten].[Artikelomschrijving]) 
• ([products].[price], [producten].[Bruto Prijs]) 
• ([products].[discount], [producten].[Korting]) 
• ([products].[packageunit], [producten].[Bestel eenheid]) 
• ([products].[min_quantity], [producten].[Minimale afname]) 
 
 
Schema combinations E-Commerce database ↔ GoodyearSem database 
 
Correct complex substring matches: 
• ({[products].[tire_size],[products].[tire_type],[products].[tire_lisi]"}, [producten].[Band]); 
 
Other correct matches: 
• ([products].[product_code], [producten].[Leveranciers artikel code]) 
• ([products].[name], [producten].[Artikelomschrijving]) 
• ([products].[price], [producten].[Bruto Prijs]) 
• ([products].[discount], [producten].[Korting]) 
 
 
